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MEW
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, JULY 29, 1915.
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of Iahor, and that Gompers had de
clined.
"Were these letters or their
laid before Mr. Wilson?" asked Senator Walsh.
'I pave. Mr. Wilson an understanding
t f what I had," replied Mulhall.
Speaker Clark and Mr. Mann, Mulhall said, would not have the mutter
"come up."
"Did you have a talk with either?"
tusked Senator Cummins.
"No sir."
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At. present, they are
detained too near the Uorrier line
where constant disturbances have a
bad effect upon them. If they are
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'of cavalry. Only a small guard, he
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.la
Enroute
nan
replied
public,"
Narragansett pier.
snouia tney ran to agree on the fifth all reference to it was ordered striek-- j San
of continuing the engaging In a "small, infinite small
Diego, Ca!.. July ?).-e- n
laugh, and left the committee room.
"Seventy thousand dollars is a con- and sixth arbitrators, the federal
ment of postal
out
that
a
piece of muckraking."
PeJIx
created
,
Diaz
flurry
is
The incident
exe'
servative estimate of the value of the board of mediation and conciliation
letter of-'Air. TfllmMn pYnlnlnorl ho hurl tint;
"It is bad enough," said he. "when
had not wholly subsided when the jewels which were stolen," Mr. Tegs-to'
of postal we open our committee rooms to a
the article and meant to
committee settled down to. the ..fursaid.,', "The rope of pearls was, rJTi"!-'-''- ...
re-- s
in wuicnjfer 0 offense
v'i-al
cheap skate like Mulhall, but now the
of course, the most valuable article 1.0.u.w.u.9
ther identification of letters.
muKe an award.
e gentleman from California wants to
Martin M. Mulhall told the senate taken. I should not like to state the
he individual values of the other articles
NICARAGUAN TREATY
jku over the halls of congress and
lobby committee that at one timeactiSTEEL TRUST DECLARES
"lumns of the dally press to a .'It-DISCUSSED BY CO
stolen, but I appraised them myself
proposed an Investigation of his
DIVIDEND
ITS
QUARTERLY
National
the
C.
D.
for
way out in California."
Washington,
vities as a lobbyist
and have had them In my hands many
'
New York. July 29. the United Nicaraguan treaty
to a time."
sive Leader Murdock asail-c- t
.:
Association of Manufacturers
States Steel Corporation today de- erlcan protecto-- "
of Attorney General
former Chairman Wilson, of the labor
clared Its regular quarterly dividends a stormy se""' '
. "te Western Fuel com-- '
committee; Speaker Clark and Repub- SUCCESSOR NAMED
of 1U per cent on the common stock relations
lican Leader Mann, and that all had
Tfepresentative Kel- FOR WILLIS MOORE. and 1
per cent on' the preferred Borah
turned down his proposal.
Washington, D. C, July 29. 'Presi- stock.
stand
Mulhali testified he made his proWilson today nominated Charles
dent
of
The. total earnings of the corpora- wot
now
secretary
posal to Wilson,
V. Marvin, chief of the weather bu- tion for the quarter ending June 30, sr
'TRIKERS
labor, personally, and to Clark and
ice wa-- i
Mann in a letter through Representa- reau, to succeed Willis iL. Moore, re- were $41,619,365.
i strikr
'?
The returns compare with earning-acently removed. Prof. Marvin is now
tive McDermott of Illinois.
insters
the end of the previous quarter
He testified he also had offered his chief of the instrument division. He
vas.
to Samuel Gompers, was appointed to the signal service de- $54,426,807; net Income of $25,6P"
and a surplus of $7,369,600.
i ,.
American Federation partment in 1884 from Ohio.
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RESULTS TELL.

There

A Special

Sale!
1

BEANS

DYER PORK

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

!

g!
HI

Re- -

suits in Santa Fe.

ALASKA

All doubt is removed.
The testimony of a Santa Fe citizen
Can be easily investigated.
What better proof can be had?
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. Alex., Bays: "A dull, heavy
pain in the small of my back, extending into my bladder, caused me a
great deal of suffering. The pain was
always worse when I took cold. In the
winter I was bothered the most. The
onble came on after I had an attack
malaria, while serving in the army
during the Civil war. In addition to
the pain in my back, I had inflamma-- I
tion of the bladder. The kidney se- cielions were highly colored and
tcalded in passage. I tried different
remedies, hut nothing ever helped me
as much as Doan's Kidney Pills. In
return for the great, relief they
brought, 1 have recommended them
n. ore than once."
For sale by all dealers. Trice 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United

INTRODUCED

IN CONGRESS,

THE HOUSE,

THIS TIME IN

IT IS THE SAME AS SEN-

ATOR POINDEXTER'S

BILL AND TOUCHES

THE ALASKAN COAL.

(By OHkou Gardner.)
29.
I). C, July
the principles embodied in the
Toindexter bill for opening Alaska are
those for which he stands, Represen
tative ,1. W. Bryan, of Seattle, has introduced the bill into the house of rep--

"Washington,

sentatives.
"With the

senator's

Many Nights Did Not Sleep. Burned
Wore Bandage
All the Time.
Night and Day. Used Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. Now Well.
Klngsvlllo. Mo.
"My troufolo began
eighteen years ago. Nearly half of the tlmo
thero were running sores around my anklo;
sometimes It would !e two years at a tlmo
before they were healed. Thero wore many
nlKhts I did not Bleep because of the great
The sores wuro deep running
Huiroring.
t,nva and so sore that I could not bear for
iinything to touch tliera. They would bum
till the time and sting liko a lot of bees were
I could not bear
( mflned around my ankle.
l. scratch it, It was always so sensitive to
t lie touch.
I could not let my clothes touch
i' . The skin was very red. I mode what I
called a cap out of wlilte felt, blotting paper
and soft white cloth to hold it in shupo. This
J wore night and day.
" I tried many remedies for moat of the
eighteen yoars with no effect. Last summer
lien my ankle had been sore for over a year
ami much worse than ever before I sent for
It
Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
w i'Ukl itch and burn, besidos a great hurting
that, I think tongue could never explain.
The very first time I used Cuticura Soap
and Ointment I gained relief; they relioved
the pain right then. It was throe months
from tho time I commenced using Cuticura
Soap and Ointment until tho sores were
entirely healed. I havo not been troubled
since." (Signed) Mrs. Charles E. Brooke,
Oct. 22, 1012.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
SOc. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
ss
Skin Book.
each mailed free, with 32-" Cuticura, Dept. T. Boston."
post-carWMen who shave and shampoo with Cu--'
icura Soap will flndJt best for ekin and scalp.

permission,"
said Mr. Bryan today, "I have takeu
his bill in its entirety and Introduce-it in the house. In my
campaign 1 announced that I was in
frvor of the government going to
Alaska and developing its resources,
especially timber and coal, in order
to sell it to consumers and particularly to municipalities at cost. I am
in favor of supplying not only the Pacific coast but if possible, of bring-iStates.
th'-g coal from Alaska through
Remember
the name Doan's and
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Atlantic
on
the
sale
for
canal
Panama
no
other.
take
coast. I believe that the day of private
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Monopoly in the necessaries of life is
ARCHBISHOP
Government owner-sl'irapidly passing.
Ranked as "Distinguished
In Alaska, of steamof
railroads
AN
APPEAL
MAKES
Institution " by the U S.
ships plying between Alaska and the
War Department.
and government minim;
Tnited
of Santa Fe asks cf coal States,
The archbishop
will help to solve the Alaskan
Located In the beautiful Proa
tl.e aid of those whose charitable pioblem.
Valley, S,700feetabove sealevel,
hearts warm toward the helpless and
sunshine every day. Onen air
"I am particularly in favor of the
, eedy, in order that the construction
work throughout the entire sesin the bill which gives a
provision
at
for
of
an
for
Albuquersion. Conditions
boys
orphanage
physical
market (after the govern .1. H. Martin, captain; J. P. Hendera
are
preferential
obtained
been
mental
has
and
development
que, where there
is supplied with son, lieutenant; W, L. Heck, adjutant.
IDEA L such as cannot be found
sph r.did tract of land well adapted Hient service Itself
in-- i
elaewbere In America. FourMr. and Mrs. W. B. Andersjii have
I,, the object in view, may be built an'i real) to 'schools and other public
teen officers and Instruct, all
municipalities.
including
from San Diego, Calif., where
eturned
stitutions,
in.i intained.
graduates from standard Fastpurchase and iliey have been for the summer After
llv predecessor, as archbishop of By means ofof municipal
Ten buildings,
en) colleges.
coal to actual ultimate an extended trip over the state, they
distribution
the See at Santa Fe, was filled
modern In every respect.
embition to have construct d n consumers, the price may be kept (onsider Portales valley the section of
the
Regents
greatest promise.
k,is state an institution for the educi-t;c- down to a reasonable figure.me in
E. A. CAHOON, President.
thf
"The bill also appeals to
the- orof poor boys, especially
Rev. J. H. Shepard, pastor of the
'
J. E. RHEA,
This amM- - matter of the protection which is Central Christian church is conduct-tiphan and the neglected.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
given to labor. The provisions for a
it'on has likewise moved me. Cm:,a revival meeting at Pleasant
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
i.
minimum wage, an eight-hou- r
day, the View.
W. A. F1NLAY.
cii.f.itly I have set about the
child
labor, provisions
rt of the purpose, but the ent'jr-- prohibition of
The first watermelons raised here
Fr particulars and Illustrated cats- .fe is too large to be succs.sf.i'ly to insure the safety of operatives. this season were brought in recently
gue, address,
compensation for death or injury to and are now on the market.
promoted without outside
1
I confidently call upon
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supl.
workmen, accident insurance, the pro
C. E. Davis, of Clovis, is a Portales
good people of New Mexico, without vision for sanitary and proper housing
and is attending the Normal.
visitor
to
to
to
or
race
conio
and general living conditions a,l
creed,
regard
Judge George L. Reese is visiting in
my assistance in this worthy under- these things mark a new standard.
He will
taking. The worthiness of the object Under this bill, the government sets Arkansas infor a few weeks.
Oklahoma on his return.
is eloquent enough. Hence, my state- this standard in the conduct of its coal also stop
ment is plain. Consider the poverty mining, and lessees must conform to
of so many children of this ,land. Con these conditions.
Badly Injured.
The price of coa!
sider their aptitudes: what they can snail be the lowest possible, but there
Little Jose Candelario, aged 12, of
become as men and citizens, if they rhall be no brutal exploitation
of Cerro, was dragged by a horse through
PHONE 85 MAIN.
lhave but a helping hand held out to labor, nor wasteful exploitation ol the street in front of Grants store and
"Ho who gives to the poor, i litural resources.
them.
To insure thai Fiistained such injuries that he will
lendeth to the Lord." Argument why these specific standards are prac piobably die. His foot became entan
those who can help should help, would ticable the
will not simply gled in the stirrup and the horse ran
FACTORY WOOD be unworthy of me and them. The have them government
SWASTIKA LUMP
in print in a statute book. with him. His head was pounded and
thing itself cries out aloud.
but will have them actually applied by kicked to a pulp. Dr. Woodman is in
SAWED WOOD
LUMP
The institution will be
attendance. Questa Gazette.
the mining service on the ground.
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
although it w ill be under the general
this government standard,
"Having
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
administration of the FranAscan Sis or 'rules of the game' to apply on half
ters, of Lafayette, Indiana, who come of the coal lands, the other half is to IT CURES WHILE YOU WALK
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
to New Mexico to devote themselves Ic
Use Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic
developed by private lessees under
to this new and noble work.
those very same 'rules of the game. powder to be shaken into the shoes.
Donations are absolutely necessarv That is to say, the rules set forth It
instantly takes the sting out of
that the establishment shall he built cbove as to conditions of work must corns, itching feet, ingrowing nails,
and maintained.
There should bo in be complied with, but is no limit set and bunions. It's the greatest comfort
hand at the earliest possible moment in law to the price of coal which any discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Kasas large a sum as can be secured. Its
makes tight or new shoes feel
private lessee may charge. This will
beginning will be modest. A fund of be regulated by competitive conditions easy. Ladies can wear shoes one size
$30,000 wi.U be an assurance of a sue between the
private lessees and the smaller after using. It is a certain re.cessful foundation, and the goodness government mining
service. Private lief for sweating, callous and Bwollen,
men
and women will make it grow
jof
which has always scouted the tender, aching feet. Try it today. Sold
capital,
and be permanent.
efficiency of government work, should everywhere, 25c. Trial package FREE.
Again I ask you to help me in this welcome this challenge to competition Address, Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy,
is
not
It
work.
my work alone; it is en fair terms.
n. y.
God's and yours.
"The fuel problem," continued Mr.
Send to Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. X,
Bryan, "is a question which concerns
609 W. Copper Avenue, Albuquerque,
every human being from the moment
X. M., or Sister Oenerosa, O. F. M.,
of birth to the day of death. It is funSuperior, 1724' V. Central Avenue-- damental. But aside from the imAlbuquerque, N. M., such contribu. . .
. .
portance of the domestic use of coal,
tions as you can make, but be
the whole of Alaska is awaiting the
Col'do
18.15
and not ungenerous.
. . .
opening up of the coal mines. Smelt-irg- ,
. . .
I appeal to you again for the welIs it the merchant who has
. . . 62.85
and all the indusI
fare of those who cannot help them- tries manufacturing,
the brightest store, the most atof a busy community
merely
.
selves now, but who, with your help. Kwait the
i
tractive things to sell you, a
opening of the mines, and 'f
Ogden,
jean become substantial,
and intelligent sales force
this
can
polite
be
done
York
under
New
government
. . .
upstanding men and women re puspices so as to prevent private
to serve you and an all 'round
sponsible, worthy citizens of New monopolization, Alaskan development
welcome atgenial, home-lik1st to September 30th.
On
Mexico.
will go forward by leaps and bounds,
mosphere awaiting you in his
shop and then tells you about
und opportunity will be provided for
it in his advertising?.
thousands to find work in the new inRIO ARRIBA IS
Is it from that kind of merdustries which will thereby be
will
Louis
of
Chicago
ENTHUSIASTIC
chant that you receive poor
of
be
service? It is not probable.
IN EDUCATION
The chances are ten to one
MELONS ARE RIPE
the poorest service and the
that
El Rito, N. M., July 29. Wliile the
For additional information call on or address
least satisfaction come from the
ABOUT PORTALES
young people of the Rio Arriba coun
shops where business is done
ty teachers' institute were in specia,'
under antiquated
conditions;
29.
session
on
N.
Several
M., July
Portales,
literary
Saturday
night,
merchandise is badthe
where
M.
N.
a delightful surprise was launched on cantaloupe growers report melonB
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe,
ly chosen and badly displayed;
them when Conductor Miss Sarah D ripening. The association will bring
where salespeople are not
Ulmer obtained the floor announcing shipping within a short time. Fred
and courteous and
that by special messenger she had North, the inspector who will repreand where the merobliging;
received
word
that
State
Assistant
sent Crutchfield and Woolfolk, is hera
just
chant either has nothing much
Superintendent of Public Instruction end has gone over the fields. He reof
interest to advertise or else
Filadelfo Baca had arrived in town ports them to be in excellent condi"doesn't believe in advertising."
THIRTY-THIR- D
land would visit the institute on
tion and thinks that the yield will be
There MAY be exceptions
A demonstration of wildest engreat.
but, if so, they indicate the rule.
and
a
committee
followed,
thusiasm
Forest Zinn, who has been in the
The best service comes from the
;was sent to escort the superintendent
business that has so much conto the meeting. An ovation was given Imperial valley of California, working
Crutchfield and Woolfolk through
fcr
in its methods and its
fidence
he
as
and
ihim
arrived,
during his the
season, has returned
merchandise that it Is a part of
.stay of three days his presence was homecantaloupe
and will continue in the employits splendid service to tell you
ten ana appreciated by every memabout it.
ber of the institute. Rio Arriba coun ment of the company here during the
seldom go
Faithful
ty is characterized by a body of bright, season.
All of Company "M" of the First
to the wrong store.
energetic young people very much in New
Mexico infantry returned home
earnest, and Mr. Baca's visit proved
a splendid inspiration to them.
He Sunday, with the exception of Fred
oke to the townspeople on Sunday Crosby, who is spending a few days in
10, 11,
1 ' " 1. ' n. to the institute on El Paso, and J. R. Bryan, who has
NOTICE TO
His sur-- gone to Arizona for a visit The comiiiifiiitmitiiiiii
and pany report a good encampment and
pleasant trip. Three of the company
Each Department Overf
"ymaai the rifle team to compete in the
uJ shoot at Camp Perry, near
I am offering for sale my
""Ihio. They were: Joe Beaa-an& FIXTURES
BUSINESS
J. A. Saylor.
cheap, on account of other
Ashton, Jessie Farrlberson and Lucj
business taking up my
ulberson have
time. A good paying prop
here they
Foster-Milbur-

NEW MEXICO

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

1

GREAT SUFFERING

Results tell the tale.

HIS

WINTER GROCERY GO

BILL TO OPEN ERUPTION ON ANKLE

SECOND

Can Be No Doubt About the

n

)

THE

p

tsesolved that
bl pleased

We Will

To Have You Coiaz

IN AND5EE. OUR

values and our,
Complete

Got the: goods

TALK ABOUT A FINE STOCK OF HARDWARE, WHY, WE ARE JUST
AS PROUD AS WE CAN BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR
STORE.
WE WILL BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TOBE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
TO SEND YOU AWAY
WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A POSITION
PLEASED.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

CAPITAL COAL YARD

n

SIZES.

POWER
IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch

to cook your
to
Iron ready
use, your toasted
hurried
for
the
your vacubreakfast,
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day and night Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
:TO

Pueblo

Sprines

Denver,

$16.35

St. Louis

21.10

Chicago

Salt Lake City 40.00
51.85
St. Paul

$47.35
51.85

Who Gives You the
Poorest Service?

free-bande-

the button and

Is ready

e

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.

PHONE 14.

(LSGHTi

if

CERRILLOS

COMPANY.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

n

Wood

tock.

WE AR.E JlSTLY
PROUD, For, VE'VC

dr'-'co-li'-

oa1

6000

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Detroit

Buffalo

66.45
City 78.85

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
or
return limit
east St.
sale.
from
date
sixty days

New Mexico

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

The

j

ANNUAL

Mon-jda-

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

ST FARES

MM

Sale June

TO EASTFRN

Central and

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

POINTS VIA
EI Paso & Southwestern.
N. M., AND RETURN,

$12.10.

East
or
West

Best
Route

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
0r EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & SELPASOTEX

j

Albuquerque, N. M.,

OCTOBER

6, 7, 8, 9,

Splendid

r

1

d

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

-

Unl- -

Vm at
on- -

r

I

104 DON QASPER

Telephone 9 W

ST.

osition and will bare the
the closest investigation.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
J.F. RHOADS
WORKS.
DIRECTORS

V NOVELTY
Galisteo Street
157 W.

::

FUNERAL

104

SANTA FE, N. M.

License NBmbers,

IW7.

Day or NifM Phone, 130 Mail.

Next Door to Poatofftce.

'

JJ
9MfMlTT')TnjHffl?

"WWjy

sO

mm mm

LARCEST

QUALITY

fi'ont door or the county court nouse
of Santa Fe county. offer for sa'e ami
sell at public auction to the highest
. ! .1 i .
..
,. 1.
il.'U Licet umun iui uuou iuo lunur
ot
in
tho
estate
situate
real
county
ing
Santa Fe, state of New Mexico,
Fronting one hundred and three
(103) feet more or less on the north
bide of Hlokox street and having a
t'epth to (he north of one hundred
ond sixty-tw(1G2) feet more or less,
and bounded on the north by the property of F. K. Simonton; on the south
ly llickox street on the east by tho
I roperty
of A. J. Teare, and on tho.
vest by the property of E. C. Abbott;
I
ring the same property conveyed to
Andy Storz and wife by Evaristo Lit1 Vro
U' tw0 "ef,(lB 0t recora 111 UOt,K
,2 p. "94 and 2 ' p 420 of the rec-a'id of deeds of Santa fe count), be
ing inprecinct 4, ward 2, Of the city of
w
c.
Said sale being made to satisfy
.judgment for the sum of twenty-twand 8S.100
hundred eighty-eigh- t
($22SS.8S), with interest there-cat. the rate of eight per cent per
annum from the 7th day of May, 1913,
and costs of suit, including costs of
advertisement and sale of said prop
crty.
JOHN W. MAYES,
Special Master.
.
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11 Shoe Polishes'

FINEST

VARIETY

.

.

BV C01MD0.!FACE

wHert you coNSiieR that this
GOES TO WORK UITH LEADEN
FEET
i .

HUH

y

IN THE OFFlCe HE. SCARC6CY
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HAS STRENGTH
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VRY
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SAFe.
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"DANDY"

combination for cleaning ami polishing

allkinilanf nMwitortaii8hai,2iSc."STAR"aizL',liic.
OI1ICK WHITE"(ln liquid form with fiioii.-ni,.L.

1

ly cleans and whitens dirty canvas uliow. inc. & aBc.
"AUO" cleans and whitens BUCK. MIBt'CK.
In round whito riikn
SUEDE, and CANVAS SHOES.
jiucuctltn zinc imxert, with flpoiiL-p- , Inc. In liunil-aomlarge aluminum boxes, with spouse, iific.
If yotirrt'-Hledoes not l;er-- tlu klml vim wnnt.m-ni- l un
ttH prim- In stump for lull size piirkum. clmitrrs p,m
" WHITTEMORE BROS. A
CO.,
20-2-

t

Fffl S

SO

aud FcetJ cocveuEP ro

FvM.KSCJ

TO RiCiC

crS

AFT6S H6

HON(

takg a

good

THERE

.JfJ--

'rail.

Rcsr

THE WEATHER

,

dol-lar-

Albany Slroot, Cambridge, Mm.
The Oldest and .aixett Manufacturers uf
Shoe Polishes in the ll'inld.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
COUNTY OF SANTA FE STATE
OF NEW MEXICO.

Koy J. Crichton, Plaintiff,
vs.

IM

o

6

No. 7053.

Andy Storz, et al., Defendants.
Notice of Sale.
In obedience to the judgment rendered in the above cause, I, the undersigned special master, will, on the
ir.th day of August, 1913, at the hour
of ten o'clock in the forenoon at the!

The agonizing discomfort and sense
of suffocation that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be greatly alleviated by the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. It has a soothing effect on the mucus linings, and
relieves the gasping and tickling sensation in the throat and bronchial
tubes. The Capital Pharmacy.

Pot

on ah
TO
AMBUMNCe CAR SO
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"Clevis, the Magic City." This is that country contiguous would prove
not the rounded period of the writer available to intensive and successful!
nor the thrilling sentence of the farming, as well as dairying and Btock j
speaker it is the fact; and with 5i)' raising and that this foundation was,
magicians making good on it every: strong and sure is shown in tho won-- J
day in the year. Six years ago then derful growth of the city. Experts
was no Clovis no thought of a Clovis. st,y the municipal plant lighting, waToday, Clovis is a city of 5000 people, ttr, sewerage costing $140,000, Is the
THE MAGIC CITY HAS GROWN WITH with many wholesale and retail busl best in the west. A Carnegie library
nesses, two strong banks and a mort- - is maintained.
Every religious
IS
RAPIDITY AND
WONDERFUL
iewn- - nomination has a church here; nearly
company; two
water and all the fraternal societies have
NOW ONE OF THE LIVE CENTERS papers; municipal lighting,
system; a total payroll ot unitizations, and are well supported. A
more than $75,000 per month; blooic $25,000 Y. M. C. A. building Is soon to
OF THE STATE.
after block of brick business 1i.jiiss; lie erected; and ground has been
and modern .Token for one of the finest hospitals
hundreds of handsome
s
hotels; in the southwest, this being a railway
lliy Charles A. Dinsmore.)
hemes; numbers of
The city of Clovis owns a quarter )f paid fire department; brick side company enterprise. The schools of
section adjoining the town, and here walks, elegant streets; the livest and Clovis are equal to any in the southare pastured extra stock the fire largest chamber of commerce in the west and there are no better thaa
horses, horses used in the different country; and is a city to be counted the southwestern schools. Clovis, in
and some cows. The with in the rapid advance of the fact, is a good place to live, with many
departments,
septic tank for the sewerage system southwest. It is The Star of the advantages lacking in other cities,
is on this farm.
Plains put there in compliance with and with certainty of enlarging conTiter? stantly and rapidly because of two
farm is inexorable laws of necessity.
"Cvclone" Jones'
all being put in shape for cultivat'ou are ;,7iU active, earnest members of the causes the Importance of the city to
chamber of commerce and that in a Mho Santa Fe railway; and, cliieresl ot
as fast as possible. Already there a
in city of about 5000 is wonderful, and i ll, because of the constant permanent
ISO acres in wheat, a large a:rp-gcorn and other crops. But this is itself tells a story of progress and rdvance on the farms throughout tho
eventually to be a big wheat farm, aa prosperity. In every line of public ad territory that Clovis must always
domineer.
vance there will be found
this crop is Jones' favorite.
There might be a hundred more in Hon, general, sincere. It is an import-- j
OBEY THAT IMPULSE!
stances given, but these are sufficient. ant point on the Santa Ke railway, for
It will be noted that many farms have here are located shops and terminals: Insten(1 of enduring the daily
$2,000,000, probably the finest jment of weak Dackf backache,
sore
shade trees; mose of them have orchards and similar growths. Trees of railway plant in New Mexico, if not jkidneys, swollen joints and rheuma-thIt is the business ;t8m, oney that impulse to take Foley's
southwest.
all kinds thrive here; but the usual
a
with
growth for shade is North Carolina htiidquartera of Curry county; and of- - Kidney Pills. They
nature, which accounts for their sucPoplar and Black Locust. The farmer very handsome courthouse is the
has but to plant the young tree, an l ficial home of those in charge of the cess in all kidney and bladder disorit grows rapidly, and in fullest foliage, county affairs. It is a clean city in ders. They are healing, strengthenThe planting of trees where they grow every way. It is as well lighted as ing and tonic. Obey that Impulse toalmost spontaneously, as here, ought miny cities double its size. It is day and give them a chance to help
to be compulsory by law. Nothing amply protected from fire with excel vou. The Capital Pharmacy.
de-- i
adds so much to the beauty of a place, lent water service, besides the fire
New Mexican warn Ada always
to its value, nor to its home possl- - partment within the Santa Fe shopj
limits. It was founded on the belief bring results. Try It
biiities.

CLOVIS

Dollar
An Hour
A

A

Dollar
Day

first-clas-

Do yon realize what this means to yon and those depend
ing on you?
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
Schools show you how your pay can be increased.
It matters
not where you arc, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
or in the mill, in the ofliee or store, the I. C. S. can and will
increase your earning capacity.
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
more to your likingA dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if yoji will only let
us help you. It will cost you nothing to ask us HOW? Sim
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
your aid all the resources of that great institution, '
the'I. C. ST, an establishment backed by a capital
t six million dollars and founded and maintained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
women. If you want your pay Increased, say

D
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so at once.
Mark and
Mail the
Coupon
NOW

imi

inleroalicnal Corresponacncc Sclsoofs
Box 888. Scranton, Pa.

J

,

lurCicr nbllirntlcm on my
explain, wlttar.ut tor
enn quality
lac position, uaili:. 01
.
Mcli hnvf! mnrtt-i- l X.
profession lieforo
rietiric-j- l Wirymnn
Automobile Kunniug
Kk'Cricjl KnK.nerr
Poultry Farmiiiff
Dl:ifl9inan
Bookkeeper
Mcrhanicai ln...nr-eSteuoifritphcr
AtlvcrtittinK Man
Teloprtone Expert
Knirinocr
Show-CurWritinff
Stationary
Textile M jnufjcturing
Window Trlntmint:
Civil F.ntjiiK-cCommvrdul iilustrat.
nulMina Contractor
Industrial Oesigninif
Architect
Architectural Irn(ts.
Concrete Confirrtrrt'n
IMnmbiitii. Mcain I itt'c
Mine foreman
Mine Superintendent
rie.-is-

a pirl.
.

i

, Name
I St. & No..
5lr7(- -

City

Typewriters which require hand, settings of the
carriage in order to reach
the starting point of any
line are now
out-of-dat-

j

first-clas- s

Instead of
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WHAT

I

COULD

DREADNOUGHT

DO -A-

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

e.

Crawford, Hugoton, Kan.
Morgan, Wooster, Ohio.
Mrs. H. O. Cobbett, Tesuque.
li. H. Cobbett, Tesuque.
C. A. Cobbett, Tesuque.
Knas Strawn, Alamosa.
C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
II. J. Mendenhall, Kl Paso.
T. A.
Tesuque.
S.. Hiirkliart, Albuquerque.
M. I,. Dorr. Washington, D. C.
T. Sono, l.os Angeles.
Mr. Kasnga, Los Angeles.
P. A. Zimmerway, Chicago.
It.

M.

K.

15.

Montezuma.
Leight, Kansas City.
1). P. Criswell, Albuquerque.
John I. Zimmerman, Albuquerque.
A. T. Kenyon, San Francisco.
I). Dennis, Omaha.
,1. K. Ortiz and wife, Antonito.
IT. H. Mct'omb, Denver.
V. S. Hlackmar, Espanola.
D. C. Howell, Kstancia.
CI. L. Campfleld, Washington.
V. Montoya, Ias Vegas.
Lucius Dills, Roswell.
Myrtle Harkey, Carlsbad.
Susye Gillespie, Holden, Mo.
Socorro.
Mrs. K. Ilumphrey-l'uchett- ,
Walter Shorer, North Carolina,
Tad Powell, Atchison, Kan.
A. E. Dorman, Denver.
I.. K. Hitchcock, Clovis.
.las. Redmond, Albuquerque.
La Salle.
.Tulius Mayrck, Kstancia.
l.ee Robinson, Kstancia.
Usquipula Oiron, Albuquerque.
,T.
M. Skein, Alamosa.
.1. Lopez, Albuquerque.
S. Lopuez, Albuquerque.

Ton-opa-

Harvey

jThe difference between "The Summer
Girl" and "The Summer Woman."
While the former is having a "good
ilime" the latter Is too often dragging
around nervous, run down, tired out,
(with aching back and weary limbs,
Often it la
sleepless and wretched.
kidney trouble not female trouble and
B'oley Kidney Pills aro a direct and
The
positive held for the condition.
Capital Pharmacy.
I
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Column
Selector
the

DeVargas.
S. Thompson,
Angeles.
YV. S. Patterson, Albuquerque.
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They have been rendered obsolete by the

:
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PICTURE SHOWS HOW A MODERN DREADNOUGHT (AT BOTTOM)
COmD SHOOT FORMER TYPE OF
AND
TO PIECES
BATTLESHIP
NEVER GET TOUCHED.

-

1

of

If the "New York" by any accident
should get herself within range of the
"Oregons" her men would be able to
throw a shot from each of her ten
thirty-livgi'ns at an enemy's ship every men
seconds, and the "Oregon's"
thought they were doing well if they
shot one of the big guns once every
f.ve minutes.
The
guns on the "New York"
can shoot 13 miles.
They carry a
shell weighing 1,400 pounds, one of
which, if properly placed, could completely destroy a ship like the "Oregon." The ordinary practice with
these guns is taken at 7,500 yards, a
Lttle less than four miles.
What would happen if dreadnought
met dreadnought no one on earth could
foretell. The only time modern bat
tle was In the battle of the Japan sea
between Japan and Russia and there
were no dreadnoughts in that fight.
A fight between dreadnoughts would
be a fight to a finish that would comment' at long range and would continue until one or the other of the
The big
ships was totally destroyed.
monsters of each nation are about
equal in size and armament. It would
resolve itself into a battle of men.
The men who were the best shots
would win
If the shooting were at all acrur
ate, the execution would be terrible
and the vessel that won the battle
would probably be fit for nothing but
the junk heap at Its end.
e

Remington
Typewriter Si1

;

h

10

The Column Selector of the Model Remington
selects the exact point in each line where the writing is to begin not by a step to step movement
of the carriage not by tedious hand adjustments
but by the automatic response of the carriage to the
pressure of a single key.
In ordinary letter writing, the position for writing
the date, the address, the first line of each paragraph,
"Yours truly," and addressing the envelopes is
reached instantly, the hands or the operator never
leaving the keyboard.
The time saving? Figured on the basis of the
operator's wages, it amounts to enough in a short
time to pay for the machine.
10

Send for our illustrated booklet deacribing the many
labor saving features of the Remington Visible Models

Remington Typewriter Company
(lacoivontftrn
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T BATTLE

TODAY WOULD BE A DREADFUL CONFLICT.
New Navy Monster Could Keep Out'
of Range and Destroy Many Battleships Like the Famous old Oregon
Two
Winner in Fight Between
Would be Nothing
Dreadnoughts
But Heap of Junk.
Tou have heard a lot of talk fjfom
Washington about adding more dread-- ;
naughts to the navy and they're not
through talking yet.
Do you know
why is a dread
nought?
There are ten or twelve of these
monBters in the American navy. And
it's a curious thing that a dread-nought can run away and fight just
as effectively unless she is fighting;
j
with a faster dreadnought.
The
Remember the old "Oregon"?
ship that made the famous voyage
from the Pacific coast to the Atlantic
at the time of the Spanish war and
arrived off Santiago in time to take,
part in the big naval battle that end-- !
ted the war.
Well. a dreadnought like the new
battleship "New York" could sink a
"Ore-fleet of more than a hundred

Monday was another cool and pleaspartly cloudy, with the thermometer going no higher than 79, with
a low mark of 52. This gives a mean
temperature for the day of 66 degrees
or two degrees below the average for
July 28th for 41 years. The humidity
for the day averaged 24 per cent, and
about six o'clock there was a wind
blowing which reached the rate of 24
miles an hour. The low temperature
last night was
degrees, and the lowest reported from the other stations
was as follows:
Amarillo, 62; Bismarck, 54; Boise,
CO; Cheyenne,
48; Dodge City. 64;
Durango, 46; Flagstaff, 38; Grand
Junction, 60; Helena, 56; Kansas City,
78; Lander, 50; Los Angeles, 64;
48; Phoenix, 68; Portland, 54;
Pueblo, 56; Rapid City, 64; Roseburg,
56; Salt Lake City, 60; San Francisco,
56; SANTA FE, 58; Spokane, 52;
54; Winnemucca, 58.
Local Data.
Highest temperature yesterday, 79;
highest temperature this date last
year, 81; lowest temperature this date
last year, 59; extreme this date, 41
years' record, highest, 92 in 1878; extreme this date, 41 years' record, iow- est, 47 in 1873.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and Vicinity Partly
cloiidv but trenerallv fnir tnniffbt and
Wednesday.
For New Mexico Tonight and Wednesday generally
fair; not much
change in temperature.
The barometer is rising this morning over the North Pacific, but frqm
the Dakotas and Montana southward
to Arizona relative low barometer prevails. Some cloudiness is present,
with scattered showers and higher tern
pera tares. The showers have been
confined to the Texas panhandle,
northern Utah, North Dakota and
Montana, while generally over the
mountain region and the plains states
Condihigher temperatures appear.
tions favor a continuation
of fair
weather in this section over

y

j

OINSMORE TELLS OF

A

PARTY

WuukL'gan. III. July 20. The eight
'women of Vclo, near here, wlio rode
I.Mrs. John
on
a rail
Richardson
through the streets of the village
must aswer to the Lake County Grand Jury for their act. Slate'r,
Attorney Ttalpli ,T. Haily, announced
that evidence is being taken against
members of the party,
Mrs. Richardson was called to the
porch of her residence one evening
Just week by a neighbor, a powerful
woman who threw her arm around
(Mrs. Richardson and carried her to
tho street where seven other women
were waiting with a long fence rail.
They carried their screaming prisoner
down the main street and back on the
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-CUT EDGE" tlie mjy ldUVlioe lroainU ttal
contains Oil. Marks ami I'uNhih.v IiuIips'
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gons" before the "Oregons" could get
near enough to the "New York" to
even hit her.
The "New York" is almost three
She
times as big as the "Oregon."
is
longer. She carries twice
as many men. She travels
faster, and she is almost three times
as heavy. And then, also, she carries
10 fourteen-incguns as opposed to
guns.
the "Oregon's" 4 thirteen-incBut none of these things is the prin
cipal reason why the "New York"
can pot a hundred "Oregons' 'one at a
time without endangering herself.
one-thir-

one-rourt-n

h

h

?U

'4 fkj.-r- r

'
--

Here is the real value of the big ship,
the "dreadnought" of today.
The men behind her guns can hit
the bull's eye seventy times out of
every hundred shots without once getting near enough to allow the smaller
ship to make a single hit. In other
words, the dreadnought can keep so
far awav from the old battleship that
the latter's shots will fall short, while;
the newer one's guns are perfectly effective.
Besides, the dreadnought
could run away from her antagonist
in case of accident or lack of

h
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Brooklyn
Cincinnati

SPORTi

Yingl.lng,

Packard

8

2

......7(10

?.

Allen, Stack and Fischer;

and Clarke,

ARRANGING FOR TRIP
AROUND THE WORLD
New York, July 29. Manager
of the Giants called a meeting of
his players and for the first time informed them officially of the world
tour to be taken by the Giants and
White Sox next winter. He submitted
the financial arrangements, under
which those who care to go can do so,
and received a surprisingly large number of expressions of desire to make
the trip.
Those who said they would go are
McGraw, Mathewson, Demaree, Wiltse,
Fromme,
Merkle,
Hartley,
Doyle,
Grant, Burns, McCormick and probably Meyers, Shafer and Cooper.
The
Thorpe, too, is a possibility.
wives of several of these players will
go along and it will be seen from the
above list that a man can be had for
every position, making a team of con-

situ

Mc-Gra-
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i
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WEBSTER'S
NEW

At St. Louis
4
f
(i
New York
1
0 4
St. Louis
In this event,
fancied
bur
favorite
Mathewson and Meyers,
Wilson;
of the New York Americans, had pur- - faiIed tQ 8now
beUpr than tn,rd Bn(J
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
chased Outfielder Cook, of the Austin that in the final heat. At the conclu- - Harmon, Doak and Wingo, Roberts.
The
of
and
Only New unabridged dicPitcher
Texas
the
club,
league,
sion of the program it was announced
CONNIE MACK, THE SHREWDEST MIND IN THE GAME, WHO HAS
JACK TORRES KNOCKS
tionary in many years.
of the Butte, Mont., club of that Walter Cochato and Driver
Cooney,
;
A
Legg
IS
RATED AT
AND
WON TWO WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIPS
OUT STERN IN SIXTH.
Contains the pith and essence
the Union Association.
Cooney will were suspended for twelve days.
QUARTER OF A MILLION.
of an authoritative library.
Join at once, but Cook will not report
Albuquerque, 'N. M., July 29. What
Covers every Hold of knowluntil fall.
might be termed the boxing surprise
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
of many months in Albuquerque fistiu
single book. .
circles was the victory last night of
FOR
QUICK
The Ouly Dictionary with the
Jack Torres, Old Albuquerque lightNew Divided Page.
JOE BOEHLINC
weight, over Manuel Stern, of Albu
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
querque, the Old Town boy winning
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
liv a clean knockout at the opening of
National League.
half a million dollars.
Washington. July 29. Speaking of
sixth round. The finish was not
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. the
Let us tell you about thij most
rising in the world, we commend to
however
since
Torres
03
27
.700 t surprise,
remarkable single volume.
your attention the case of Joe Boehl-ing- , New York
r ix red Stern three times at the close siderable strength.
at present the American league's Philadelphia
34
.G05
52
Write for samrjle
mSeiS. ""-fi' oi the
on
the
National
ir.
the
bell
Stern
league
Players
fifth,
t wirier,
saving
who on Wednesday Chicago
4S
44
.522
loading
pages, full par
Mctliisi
to
teams
if
want
and
need
round.
be
His
go,
him
second
assisted
set a league record for consecutive vie Pittsburgh .
ticulars! etc
45
45
.500
to
Graw
will
a
his
of
few
corner
and
prothese
worked heroically
dip up
Home this
tories, 31 in a rpw.
42
44
.48S
Frooklyn .
him during the minute rest, vided he can obtain tile consent :f
Iess than two years ago, this young Boston
IIS
paper and
.427 tvrr
51
him out at the opening of the their club presidents.
we will
Comiskey, of
man was one of the ornaments of the St. Louis
so
.stn si l'ding
:;;
send free
sixth a beaten man, for he could Chicago, already has fuli consent to
liattle Ax team of Richmond, Va., a Cincinnati
59
.,379 m "
a set of
Kand-lo- t
rcely put up his hands. Torres do business with American
league
aggregation, which used to
Pockot
picve him no chance to rest or clinch players outside of his own clin, and
heat up the city clubs fairly regularly
American League.
Maps
a right swing to the head, follow undoubtedly will line up a strati'; arbut which had not caused the Athletics
Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. pnd
ed
a
to
hook
two
of
same
the
by
or Giants any particular alarm.
ray
talent,
making
spot
strong
dropped
28
..099
. . 115
Philadelphia
Steru again. Realizing Stern was teams for the trip.
Somebody tipped Clark Griffith off Cleveland .
;
.51!
.590
to Mr. Uoehling"s sensational perform
me tour will start trom Chicago
beaten, Referee Harry Shafer very
4(1
.54
.574
..
soon after the completion
ances with the Battle Axes, and he Washington .
the
contest
of the
and
P"operly
stopped
47
.520
...51
was offered a contract with the Wash Chicago ,
the fight to Torres.
world's
exhibition
series,
playing
40
.4S9 (awarded
Boston .
...44
Salt
In the curtain raiser. Young Joe games in Kansas City, Denver,
ington club. At first it seemed as Detroit .
58
.40S
...40
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle
though the youngster wasn't worth St. Louis .
CI
.ngo R'vers added to his long string of Lake,
.39
taking out and killing, for he was so New York .
and decisive knockouts, and then to Vancouver, from which
00
.320 victories
.29
wild that he couldn't get the ball any- when he stowed away Young Jack point ship will be taken to Japan. The
where near the catcher, much less
will be
( arson in the sixth and final round of sailing date from Vancouver
American Association.
iover the plate.
their bout. Carson displayed remark- about the middle of November.
Club.
Won.
Lost.
Pet.
Griffith had faith, however, and
from The oriental itinerary is not arrang
41
(ill
.600 able agility for keeping away
maintained that a man who could get Milwaukee
Hi vers, which made the bout interest-:n- ed as yet, but it is likely to includa
56
40
.549
as much stuff on the ball as Boehling Louisville
two or three games In Japan, one In
from this viewpoint alone.
55
.5431
46
Deliciout Hot Chocolate.
would be a great pitcher if he ever Minneapolis .
two or three in the Philip
In the
scheduled
for Shanghai,
55
47
.539
could get them over. Accordingly he Columbus
Oetoktr'f chilly dfiTB suggest Mmethiag
dozen
and
half
a
.in
pines
Australia,
49
54
.470 ix rounds, Barney Kurtz hung the
wkrtn to the loner msn.
set his coaches to work with instruc- Kansas City
M. D. Bunnell of Chicago, who is
WeTe ready.
on
Del
Santa
.441
of
45
sign
57
Fe,
Toledo
Alarid,
We're eervlnc not choeolete made from
tions to teach Joe to get the pill across St. Paul
the tour, will be back from
Alarid was managing
44
60
.42!?; .'i tne rourtn round.
caoice proaucx : noiea ror
the pan even if he had to be killed in
1 2, and
in-,
will
then
Europe
August
lt purity, excellence tad
knocked
down several times and form
3S
.3SS
60
deliciouaeee of ilavor.
.learning the process. Some of the Indianapolis .
McGraw and Comiskey of what
dually took the count in his own
know
of tnj other etore
don't
We
older pitchers took a willing hand and
he has perfected
across the
after Kurtz had dropped him with plans
chocolato too
Western League.
from morning till night the young
that serrei
water. Rome and Nice are likely to
Won. Lost. Pet. i wll placed right uppercut to the see the American diamond stars In
Club.
xpeniiT, perhaps. It's different at OURS
southpaw heard nothing but control,
there1 nothing too good for our patrona.
.660 voint of the chin.
64
33
Denver
control and more control,
A PIPING HOT
t.552
43
53
All the time and patience expended Des Moines
4 CUPFUL. FOR
VHITE
SLAVE
LEADERS
45
.536
on him now is being rewarded, for he Lincoln
....52
THREE DAYS' PROGRAM
6 erred with, dainty, erlap crackers.
1
I
t I
fe. il
REPORTED CAPTURED,
47
.515
50
has splendid aim, issuing very few St. Joseph , . .
ANNOUNCED AT MONTEZUMA
n
always fresh. If ron're
UUVLH'S
tases on balls and seldom hitting a Omaha
.49"
50
49
Harrisburg, Pa., July 29. Samuel
Last night at the Montezuma bil
of the city, we'll express It to yon.
J
man. He hasn't sacrificed his speed Topeka
42
.447 Franklin, alias Samuel Ware, and Ed-- liard
52
hall, Catton defeated Gooch in
WilOALL.
and curves in order to do this either, Sioux City
40
.417 ward Loud, alleged leaders of white a
56
game of pocket billiards by 150 to Clark McKeecher, in the government's
hut is just as baffling as ever.
s!ave
in
62
with
,380
Wichita
agents, who,
....38
company
122.
Gooch started out with a bic suit against the alleged "lumber trust."
His record of 11 straight, tops by
women of questionable character, are (lead, but when Catton
Letters alleged to have been writgot under way
in
the
earlier
mark hung up
lone game
deC,ared t0 have ,railed the Tenth he walked away with the match. The ten
by Mr. Hollis to Secretaries of
3
United States colored cavalry on its iaverage run was six balls, and the other lumbermen
THE CARICATURIST'S IDEA OF CONNIE MACK, DRAWN FROM Fred
associations, which
Griffith is confident
Falkenberg.
.
.
to
march
from
Vermont
were
Virginia,
high run was 21.
LIFE.
gave the names of wholesalers who
that Joe will continue to win until he
Wsted
VaAi?i1tL
yester-Bostoby federal agents late
The program of matches In the two were selling direct to consumers, were
,
in the
and he has made a lot of new records. He
llnd pIaced in the Da"Phin coun,- - tournaments to start at the MonteThe best loved man In baseball;
read by counsel for the government
at
Philadelphia
Pittsburg.
clubs
in
found
the
has
all
the
league
that's Connie Mack, winner of four was in the Brotherhood for a year.
zuma Friday night has been announced and found the basis of the
Cincinnati.
at
Brooklyn
to
be
seems
all
better
easy and
Ills -rplense fmm. PittR.
getting
Tlle autnoriti('s say the men are re- for three nights as follows:
Aljint hnnp-liAmerican league and two world's penNew York at St. Louis, two games
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DON'T use a cough medicine convestment of Sofia, the Bulgarian capiGrand Rapids, Mich., July 29. BeDetroit at Philadelphia, two games
quarter of a million, and he made It which has landed him most of the men fore a great crowd and with ideal
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Cleveland at New York.
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work. He required no pull. He had ganized Mack was appointed manager Trainer Tanner, of all marks for Michof Minneapolis, secretary of the North- opening of the railroad line running
of the Athletics and he backed his
Nobility.
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Today's Games.

Corn-stock-

'

cross-examine- d

one-quart-

SAM'S

FULL-BLOODE-

Long-wort-

h

Pittsburg

Philadelphia

..7

12

4

7

Pittsburg

RUNNING A GOVERNMENT

A

HAZARDOUS

JOB NOWADAYS.

Mayer, Alexander
Hendrix and Simon.

At Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Cincinnati- Walker and Johnson;
and Kling.

and

0
2

Killifer;

7

5

fl

.6 9 2
Johnson, Brown

American League.
At New York (First Game)
6
Cleveland
New York
2
Kahler and Cariscu; Keating,
Connell and Sweeney.

Being-

-

At Boston
Chicago
Boston
Scott, Benz and Kuhn;
Thomas.

president op Mexico

Mc- -

0

4

2

7

Foster

0
1

and.

Fort Sill, Ok., July 29. In the Wich- ita national game preserve, 10 to 15
First Game
miles west of Fort Sill, the United
0 6
Detroit
States government has undertaken
:
8 13
Philadelphia
to restore and perpetuate the useful
Dauss and McKee;
Brown and wild game animals and the wild
game
Lapp.
birds that abounded in the southwest
in frontier days.
At Philadelphia
(Second game)
This was the natural range of the
o
Detroit
buffalo, the elk, the deer and the an1
Philadelphia
telope. All have been brought back
(Called at end of first half of third to the preserve, which contains near'
inning; rain.)
ly 70,000 acres. Frank Rush, an exFULI,BLOODBD
BUFFALO
perienced plainsman, is warden of the WICHITA NATIONAL GAME
At Philadelphia

-

At Washington
St. Louis
Washington
Leverenz and Alexander;
Henry.

CABINET MEMBER
IN

VivLRNO

American

preserve.

.1
2

3
8

4

2

Engel and

Association.

At Milwaukee

Kansas City

;
Milwaukee
Rhoades and O'Connor;
and Hughes.

At Indianapolis
Louisville
Irdianapolis

1
3

1

5

4

Slapnicka

...52

9
3

1

2

Loudermilk, Toney and , Severoid;
Harrington, Works and Casey.

Being a lobbyist in

washing-to-

n

'Sr7sot

YESTERDAY'S GAMES
Reports of games played yesterday
received too late for publication
in
yesterday's New Mexican:
National League.
t
At Cincinnati

The preserve is surrounded and
crossed by broken chains of the Wichita mountains, which rise in places
to a height of 2000 feet above the
level country. Timber covers the lower hills and fringes the streams.
In
the valleys and on the more expan
sive plains native grass grows in lux
uriance biuestem for summer, and
buffalo grass for winter grazing.
There are several natural lakes and
waterfowl is constantly increasing.
The use of firearms is not permitted
in the preserve.
In March, 1905, the New York Zoological society sent a herd of six male
end nine female buffalo to the preserve. There was danger of splenetic or Texas cattle fever, and the
buffaloes were confined in a pasture
of nearly 10,000 acres, surrounded by
a wire fence 90 inches in height.
Despite all precautions fever reach
ed the herd, and two animals died.
Warden Rush redoubled his efforts

ON
PRE-

SERVE BOBCAT CAUGHT IN TRAP
WARDEN RUSH.
and finally stamped out the fever.
The herd has increased to forty fine,
specimens.
Dr. William T. Hornaday, the noted
naturalist, predicts that by J918 the
herd will number a hundred.

Eleven

prong-horne-

d

ar-

antelope

rived from Yellowstone park in 1911.
The antelope is wild and timid, and
four died from the long railroad
Later five more died. A
journey.
fine buck and a fine doe survived, and
Warden Rush is confident they will and liberated in the preserve. They
... grow into a herd.
have increased to a flock of 25 or
A herd of 12 elk is thriving. The 30.
native white-tailedeer is rapidly inThe trapping and killing of predacreasing, and now numbers possible tory wild
animals in the preserve to"
200.
d

.

Native

wild turkey were exterminated before the preserve was segregated by the government
Three
years ago a gobbler and severer hens
were trapped in southwestern Missouri

necessary, and many pelts are taken
each year. Coyotes, Bkunks and raccoons are numerous, and occasionally
are
a gray wolf is trapped. Bob-canumerous; more than a hundred hav
'.
ing fceea killed in a single year.
ts
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Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern
Modern

FOR

i

Brick Cottage,

blocks from Plaza,
Frame, Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza,
Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,
SALE-RAN-

2

1

on l'ulace
opposite the Sanitarium
l' venue,
at considerable expense had
;!t:ll the Russian Thistles taken up and
burned, all unsightly objects such as
j.upers, tin cars etc., removed trom
1
the Cieuegu. removed the fence on
l'ulace avenue as it was unsightly,
lit'Sirlng that there should be nothing
which would detract trom the beauty!
i t the Cionega. The criticism of last
livening as to weeds is to my mind ab
turd. The weed complained of is the
Waco which la largely grown in Texan
by all bee culturists and has never
been accused of uny crimes or ofifinses against human nature. It is
also a flowering plant of great beauty.
.iWilh the exception of some Mountain
W'.w... tu ihd r.lr
til
tr...,

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Qrants in the State
DFNIT J Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage

7,

(C. A, BISHOP)
BONDS

Ready Trimmed

LOANS

MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

'

111HllBBPml,nt

.

,,nar,,i

j

ltn1.n1.

1,,

'
beauty and a delight to the esthetic.) 0ll(J 'thillg wa do rt,M.llt and tnat
is
and
carries
weed
relative
The term
onlv
fM. (hojj(j wh(j fcave u(,jw,HveB
Weeds are charged
ino significance.
an(J none fm. f!,msl,(s ,0 cr(,.
w
u.m.v.
vim oeing o..e u .,.e mu
(,.p(i nature s hoam w,it.,1 ,hpv ,..,
caiise of bay tever, hut. a careful ex not comprehend and feel,
lamination of the Cienega this morn
LOR1.N C. COLLINS.

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE

,

j

ROUND

TRIP

EXCURSION

TO DENVER, COLORADO,

;

,

WM. M.

SCOn, T. F.

&

-

P. A,
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SAN FRANCISCO

President.

STREET.

3. CRICHT0N,
Manager 4 Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER

J"Your

BUSINESS

AND STORAGE

.

Foot of Montezuma

Phone 100 and 35 W.

'

etc

is a penetrating application after the formula of a noted family doctor, and lubricates every muscle, nerve, tissue or tendon
affected. It (,'oeg diructly to the strained
portions and gently but surely relieves all
tenduuey to soreness or strulu.
pain, no
By Its dally nse there will beofnolaceration
disti-esa- ,
no nausea, no danger
or other accident, and the period will be one
of supreme comfort and Joyful anticipation.Is
To all young women Mother's Friend
one of the greatest of all helpful influences,
for it robs childbirth of all Us agonies and
and dread,
dangers, dispels all the doubt
all sense of fenr, and thus enables the mind
and body to await the greatest event In a
woman's life with untrammeled gladness.
Mother's Friend Is a most cherished!
and is of
remedy in thousands of homes,
Biich peculiar merit and value as to make it
esscntiully one to be recommended by all
women.
You will find It on sale at nil drug stores
at $1.00 a bottle, or the druggist will gladly
Mothget It for you If you Insist upon It.
er's Friend is prepared only by the
At137
Lamar
Blilg.,
Co.,
llegulator
lanta. ia., who will Bend you by mail,
book
to
expectant
instructive
a
very
sealed,
.
mothers. Write for ft

H. S. KAUNE

a

GO.

Ave.

,

For full Information, or catalogue, address

THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

not delay, as they will
soon be off the market.
Do

WE ARE RECEIVING

DAILY SHIPMENTS

OF

STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS

STRAWBERRIES.
WATERMELONS,

CANTALOUPES,

NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
' PLUMS, ETC., ETC.

H, S. KAUNE

8

CO.

j

.

AANAOER,

IMTSlETLEYrTTE,

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I have a line
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all
e
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-grad-

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

THE STAR BARN
-

-

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines.
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

POMES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

3 1 0 San Francisco St.

N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, of
l
Sitw
i suiiitu iui iia.re
iiiia place, aaa.
j.ais,
with Dains in my leftside, and would
often almost smother to death.
Medicines oatched me up for awhile
. 1. 'Draper,
.
l

would get worse again. Final- A
HprirtpH he uanlcH nip in
l'.
try Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
it.
bought nie a bottle and becatt using
It did me more good than all the medi- 1
cines had iaken.
I have induced many of my friends fo
try UtfuUl, ana uiey an bay1 iiicy uavc
Here never
,
...
.
been benefited by its use.
.
hns been, and never will be. a medicine
Paul Doran was taken seriously ill lo compare with Cardui.
believe it is
yesterday
very suddenly and was a cood medicine for all womanly trou- taken to the sanitarium.
His trouble Dies."
has not "been successfully diagnosed as
For over 50 years, Cardui has been re- lieving- woman's sufferings and building
yet, it is said.
n. W. Hart announces the arrival weak women up to health and strength,
If you are a woman, give it a fair trial.
f 1 a new boy at his home, the youngster arriving about 6 a. ni. yesterday. It should surely help you, as it has a
Both Mrs. Hart and the baby are re million others.
Get a bottle of Cardui
ported as doing well.
who
has
been
Write fi: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
George Well,
spendDept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Steaal
ing a vacation of several weeks in Cal- Advisory
book. "Home
Instrwtions on your case and
ifornia, has returned to Santa Fe and Treatment lor Women," in plain wrapper. N.C.
will soon resume his duties in the surveyor general's office,
Miss Aurora Lucero, daughter of
Secretary of Stats Antonio Lucero, ar- rjuninjnj!urvrtJnnjunjvnnfi
rived in the city yesterday evening for
an extended stay with her parents. She
has just finished her school work at
11
Las Vegas.
Kenneth Chapman, assistant, director of the School of Archaeology, Is in
fean lldefonso today arranging for the
Indian pottery workers to ply their
trade during the session of the summer Archaeological school,
B. V, Criswell, who came In from Al- fc."raue yesterday to adjust loss of
uir: ,cv oiuie i.umuci uuni pany, lei.
this afternoon for home. Insurance
UNTIL THE CANNING
was paid in full and was all carried by
C.
O.
Watson
the
company.
SEASON IS RIGHT UPJulius Meyer sheriff, und E. RobertON YOU TO BUY YOUR
son, deputy sheriff of Estancia, are
in the city today. They brought a
FRUIT JARS. GET EARcrazy woman this far and turned her
over to Gus Hunter of the mounted
LY AND BE SURE OF
police to take to the asylum.
Mrs. Katherine Humphrey Prichett,
GETTING THE PROPER
of Socorro. Miss Myrtle Harkey of
WE HAVE A
SIZES.
Carlsbad, and Miss Susie Gillespie of
Holden, Mo., who have been attending
LINE
IN
COMPLETE
the normal at Las Vegas for the past
two months, are in the city today on
.a
a
tour.
Mrs. Will Prince and children came
ficwn .from the ranch in the Espanola
valley yesterday evening. She thought
cne of her children was threatened
with a serious illness, but fortunately
he had evidently entirely recovered
v. hen she arrived here.
Miss Laura Wood came in on the
Rubber Ring
late train last night from the eastern
Gold Enassclsd Cap
.Q
trip where she visited friends in Ottawa, Kan., Kansas City, Aurora, 111.,
FOR HOME CANNIUQ
(
and South Haven, Mich. She enLi
Meats
countered some very warm weather,
and says she is very glad to get back
Fish
to old Santa Fe where people know
Left-Ovewhat real enjoyment is.
Mrs. R. W. Barry and three daughVegetables
ters, who have recently visited Niagara Falls and New York City, spent
the latter part of last week seeing the
Bights in Philadelphia and went to At- Keeps them perfectly forever
lantic City last Saturday. They exwith
original flavor
pect to visit Washington next week
color
end see how the tariff bill is coming Air-Tigg
on.
return to
They will probably
No
Zinc
Mouth
Wide
Cap
Fe about the middle of August,
TRY A DOZEN TODAY
if not before.
but then

1

ucu

I
I

1

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Hay, Grain

1

to-d-

'

Flour

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Cieajn and Wholesome.

-

j

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Waler Sis.
Phone, Main 250.

,

-

j

lt

Jars

aHENRY KRICKt
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Snnta Fe. New Mex.

do not wait

For quick results,
Where Prices ar Bst
"WANT."
little
Fo Sf Oualltv

i

HAYWARD,

Phone 139.

sight-seein-

Are now as low in prices
as they will be this
Season.

B.

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Effects Her Deliverance.

-

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engii
neering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools, of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the varloua 'metallurgical processes are illustrated; aalubrioua climate; water famed for Ite
'accommodation at low cost
purity; good dormitory

JOSEPH

But HusbanJ, With Aid of Cardui,

'

Where Quality Governs the Price
and Price the Quality

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.

you if you were amply protected by
our good companies?

BY SMOTHERING

.

j

Business Solicited,

FIRE INSURANCE NOW!
That Policy of
Would the Fire Siren not mean less of terror to

W. A. WILLIAMS,

,

C. L. POLLARD,

Let us Issue

NEAR DEATH

-

L. A. HUGHES,

INSURE WITH IIAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.

;

:

diffi-ron- t

PHONE 180

j

i

vt--

Dates of Sale, Aupst 7, 9,10, II and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, Aupst 25, 1913.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
j

i

Triennial Conclave

at Our Store.

j

j

The
Coming Motherhood

We Save You Meney Buying During This Salo

j

,

j

IE

CLEARflHCE

-

i

Knights Templar

New York, N. Y July 3!). For the
first time in over n week, today's early
stock market bore signs of having
reached the limits of its rise, temporarily at. least. Following an Irregular
opening the last soon manifested a
heavy tendency, especially in Union
I'ucific, Heading, l.ehigli Valley, Canud is n Pacific and Can.
The decline was accelerated by a
renewal of the bearish operations in
There were
several of the leaders.
gains extending to two points in the
inactive class but that movement excited litflu interest. Crop news was
and the
not altogether reassuring,
statement of the treasury department
relative to the decline in government
two's was depreciated in banking circles.
The bond market was firm.
Some of the forenoon's decline was
retrieved, when selling orders were
withdrawn. The recovery was not of
much importance, the general feeling
of uncertainty which surrounded the
market defeating tentative efforts to
Put Pric es up
Fluctuations in stocks were units- ually narrow during most of the after-noon.
Traders seemed to be waitinci
for some new impulse to again, start
Utile at- prices moving vigorously.
butent ion w as paid to the crop
lletins or to the decided strength and
breadth of Hie railroad bond market.
The market closed steady. Buying
f Krie stocks and funds furnished the
only interesting feature of the later
Some of the favorites redealings.
covered to about, yesterday's close,
but towards the close there was some
ii.rllier shading of prices.

j

ACCOUNT

GO.

GOODS

(

PERSONALS

0.U

FARE, SANTA FE

ing failed to reveal a single noxious
Ipiant. To a person who has an appro-- j
edition of that which is lovely and
beautiful in nature the Cienega should
irppeal in its present condition, and as
it will be in a few weeks a mass oi
Mrs. Frank (Taney will not be at
beautiful colors from the wild llowers home tomorrow afternoon.
Dr. .7. A. Rolls left this afternoon for
(that grow so prolifically thereon, it.
Iwill be an additional delight. I doubt tlit- IVeos river on a fishing trip.
Kstancia
lit within miles of Santa Fe one can; n C. Howell, a
find the beautiful grasses that are nowjbiiHiness man, is in the city today.
s. Blackmar of ICspanola, was
nr.
in bloom in the Cienega. It is a green
spot upon which the eye can rest with In the city yesterday enroute to Las
relief from the barrenness and aridity: Vegas.
Frank P. Marron, deputy state treasurer, returned yesterday from
trip
'to Albuquerque over Sunday.
Joy Of
State Treasurer O. N. Marron, and
children, Frances, Owen and Ralph,
left yesterday for several weeks in
California.
Natural
is
That
a
Wonderful
A
Remedy
II
'n1T!n..
1..t. v.uiiiii,
.hu:k
iijtnii ill ouiu.i
Aid and Relieve the Tension.
iwt lint
mnntiiH nasi a vrki- .
n iniiimm r.v.-- .....
Motnor-,,, - Athnnnerone. is smiuHne a few
wQ,
"
rHv u f i onlv one known uini is am.' iu
it dtiys in the oity
xeicb all the
parts lnvolvr.il.
P. M. A. Lienan, .1 H. bloail and IV
,T.
Kernel- returned last night from a
four-dafishing trip on the upper
Peeos over beyond Baltly.
liss Alma Axtell of In.lianupolis,
is the KueKt for a few days of Mibm
Svhil Hunt nnrl nftr h,.- vkil W

DOT

Special Prices in All Departments.

WALL STREET.

s

,..

1 1

m.wm

At Less Than Cost

1

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
MI
Mi
n
411
mi in

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

HATS

of thiii
,
,7
"f'ty would have beenit. asTo generous.
the real
l'l he writer doubts
fcn that the Waco is the cause of hay
lover of plant life, wild llowers po1 had
that
but
always
supposed
fever;
ssess greater charms than the more
limy fever came from hay, hence the
cultivated varieties, and if tin?
In this "hay fever showy
cut ting thereof.
owners of this property desire to keep
stricken community" we should, of it as it is it seems to me that they
course, be very careful as to the plants thould be permitted so to do until
that are permitted to grow in the by-- j there can be some specific charge or
do accusation
v ays, hedges and enclosures.
made that there is growing
not believe that medical men would thereon
noxious to human
something
,1 charge the Waco with propagating H,l.v!i;te
We invite the fairest criticism
,
lever. .M) DOianisi mis ever nau me
,., nnaur.
u
temerity to define a weed so far as
of 1lu, ci,neg
()f ,h,lt llort!o
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more than any other branch of public service, should be absolutely unhamJack Collins, a former Santa Fe boy, nnd should he built to serve the
IN
JERSEY
NEW
Colorado, Grand Canyon, Calito make five year proof, to establish
pered. Too great interests are at stake, and those matters that come wide now with the Butts Drug company at whole. As much greater than the
claim to the land above described,
the Northwest Chicago,
the jurisdiction of our courts are outside the realm of politics entirely.
fornia,
Albuquerque, is in the old city for a state road as Is the national system,!
v t
hnva before U. S.
Commissioner, John Al
few days visiting with his old friends. so much greater will be its stimulus
tha Northern Lake
Perhaps Senator Penrose and Governor Tener have seen the signs of the
Adlrondacks,
held
of
in
to
a
heart
the
up
trejght
exander at Schenectady, N. Y., and
times and do not dare longer disregard the determination of the people
He was enthusiastic in his remarks to build more good roads! Demin?
Atlantic Coast
or
the
the
Regions,
of
The
Perth
city
boys that of her witnesses before the reg
Amboy.
have a change in the conduct of affairs.
regarding his former resident point, Headlight.
got on the train and turned the brake ister and receiver, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Resorts this summer?
This action of Pennsylvania is a very advanced step and should become saying that a fellow only needed to be
(wheels of several cars, stopping the on August 11, 1913.
A SCANDALOUS RESOLUTION.
The nomination and election ot judges should, by all means, be away and then come back to
general.
fully aptrain.
method.
Claimant names as witnesses:
by
the
and
of
this
preciate
beauty
glory
A freight car was broken open, and
a
.
(From N. Y. World of July 24.)
Information
about
M. Fenton, W. H. kogers, WinE.
Complete
marvelous
climate.
He said that he
The World invites the thoughtful freight was stolen before the train fred
After all, it cannot be denied that Bryan is getting a lot of advertising was
Bletcher, all of Jemez Springs,
and
train
summer
in
fares
the
service,
cool
and
simply
drinking
exAll
crew
adverdetected
the
robbers.
full
the
knows
of
William
value
consideration
of the United
out. of it all and no one will deny that
States
N. M., and W. Garnett, of Senorito,
invigorating atmosphere which has no senate to the
etc., sent promptly, If you
following clauses in cepting William. Morgan, 13 years, es
tising, especially if it is free.
counterpart in any place he has ever the personally prepared biography of caped. He was captured and held N. M.
ft
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
been.
Albert
Bacon Fall of New Mexico, under bail to await the action of the
If Senator LaFollette does not succeed in killing the tariff bill by hi;,
It is the same feeling that takes minted iu the
Register.
Middlesex
Tne
a
bit
of
time.
kill
is
to
will
make
he
he
county
which
grand
good
jury.
going
congressional directory:
j,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
speech
n
possession or every one who comes "Became extensively interested ln train stopped on a grade, and the
It
will
not
here.
to
McFie
was
me
waste
was
too
much
load
see
the
Judge
pay
tackle
United
you
crew,
yom
to
be
the
would
Mexico
telling
lands
thinking
and railroads:
delighted
mines, lumber,
Japan
Probably
SANTA ' !
the other day of some guests at the now engaged In farming and stock for one engine, sent to South Amboy time writing out your legil forms
States and vice versa.
when
were
for
who
them
you
first
0
here
thus
the
for the
DeVargas
get
youthful
giving
another,
already printed
M'EXICO
raising ln New Mexico and in min
train robbers plenty of time to rifle at the New Mexican Printing
Since Lamar and Mulhall began operations before the Investigating com- time and they could not say enough ing In Mexico." j
of the wonders of this air and the
Senator Fall Is the author of the the freight cars.
mittee the Ananias club will have to hire a new and larger hall.
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Watch Your Baby
These Summer Days
Little

Order

Stomachs Get Out of
Easily in Hot Weather.

PAGE SEVEN

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

TUESDAY, JULY 29, 1913.

During the hot monthB mothers
should look very carefully to the condition of the bowels of babies and
young children, and, for that matter,
it is verv important m me lives or
people of all ages. Care should be
taken that the water is pure, the milk
wholesome and the fruit ripe (aland that not
though not
too much of anything is eaten.
When trouble results it is usually
or of
in the form of constipation
If the child loses appetite,
diarrhoea.
and complains
is fretful or languid,

royo. One of the main water lino
connections crossing under the bed
and
of the arroyo was uncovered
burst,
requiring considerable, labor
and expense before the breach could
be repaired.
According to the report of the local
weather bureau station, 1.21 inches
of water fell between 2 and G:30 p.
m. a precipitation that has occurred
twice before during the present sum'
mer. Raton Range.

A GLASS OF

CLARET LEMONADE.

over-ripe-

of headache, you may look for con- uses it. successfully herself and gives
stipation. Give it a small dose of Dr. II 1U UUI lU unit- uu,,
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at night on C C. Allen of New Monterey Cu.
in every particular just
retiring, and by morning this pleasant who finds it
axative will have acted and the child what she and her family need.
Avoid giving children cathartics,
vill be its normal self again.
At the first sign of a summer cold purgatives, pills or powders, as they
Confine yourself to
also give Syrup Pepsin, as the clean are too harsh.
like Dr. Cald- ing out of the bowelr. will usually be a gentle laxative-toniYou can obtain
sufficient to break the cold. Summer well's Syrup PepBin.
diarrhoea can be stopped In the same it of any druggist at fifty cents and
way by ridding the bowels of the pois- one dollar a bottle, the latter being
ons and germs that cause the trouble. the family size.
Families wishing tj try a free samThis opinion of the value of Syrup
of ple bottle can obtain it. postpaid, by
Pepsin is shared by thousands
people like Mrs. Ella Denzel, 124 addressing Dr. W, B. Caldwell, 41S
Nichols Ave., Stratford, Conn., who Washington St., Monticello, 111.

''

Mystery Story of In6ide Washington
Life Tells Just
How the World
Learned Thomas Nelson Page Was
Appointed to the Diplomatic Corps.
Four men were seated in close con
about a table in a secluded
corner of a gorgeous cafe on Pennsyl
When
vania avenue, Washington.
they could do so without being observ-- j

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
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delicate system requires
girilLr TIT'OMAN'S
T
JLP
more than ordinary care and at.
jfcJUU&i
tention more care and attention than
it is given by the average woman.
Neglect it and ills soon creep in, and
Jl
the look of old ago, sometimes quickly,
sometimes gradually follows.
That backache, bo common among women, brings with it the sunken chest, the
and soon the youthful body is no more youthheadache, tired muscles, crow's-feeful in appearance and all because of lack ul attention.
There is no reason why you should be so unfortunate, when you have nt your
recommended
disposal a remedy such aa Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
for over 40 years as a remedy for ailmenla peculiar to women. We have thou-

WANTS

T"

UI1 I
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MASCVIC.
Montezuma
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Santa Fe Chapter
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rAMMITS

FOR 8ALK NYw .Majestic kitchen
i.iiige. I'sod three weeks. Bargain
t r cash.
O. l!ox 515.
Address

No

R. A. M.

Regular
convocation
second
Monday of each month
ROOMS FOR MEN
Newly furulsh-eu- ,
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
light and airy, shower bath, use of
J. A. MASS1E.
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson, corner
Phone 270 J.
H. P. Grant and Johnson.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
rilTI ATION WANTED By corupe- Santa Fe Commandery lent, experienced lady stenographer.
Will go
No. 1, K. T. Regular English and Spanish.
fourth Mon-- j where in New Mexico. Have own
? day in each month at machine. Will substitute for others.
Masonic Hall at 7:30 diking vacation.
Ability, New Mexi-p-

Dr. Pierce's
Favorite
Prescription

niiaii)ii!i!iiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiii)isiiiii!ii!!!;:::!iiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiii:iii!iiiiiumiiiiiiiuii.

AH Mfllll
OHK
UI.OU

j

No. 1, A. F. & A. M,
FOR HUNT - Five roonii', and bath
comniunl- - nicelv furnished, good location.
Regular
O
cation first Monday j(. w'ntson Co.
of each month at
,
Masonic
Hail
at
FOR HUNT A three or six room
7:30.
Ap-- .
house furnished or unfurnished.
E. it. PAUL, W. M.
to
1), S. Lowitzki.
y
CHAS. E. Ll.VNEY. Secretary.

msBHBBB

sands upon thousands of testimonials on file the
of 40 years tptuitvintr to its effect
l
nre to be
iveness. Neither narcotics nor
found in this famous prescription. Regulates
Corrects displacements. Overcomes
up nerves. Urint-- s about
painful periods. Tones
Sold by dealers in mediciuus,
perfect health. form.
in liquid or tablet
Dr. Pierre' Medical Advinrr, newly re
edition, anxn'mt hoRta
fined up'to-dat- e
of delicate question about which cvcrn
woman.Hinglc or married outlit to know.

Lodge

BUU tWIU

Tf

RCHf ITiF
WFI IN
RRfHF
g;ances at a party of three enjoying
themselves hugely at an adjoining
ni.
CALIFORNIA
'cm,
table.
WESLEY O. CONNER, JK E. C
New York, July 29. "That cat will
One of the party of three was a come to a bad end, prophesied tne
W E. GRIFFIN. Recorder.
carWANTED Railroad
bridge
Cal., July 2!). The first!
pleasant-lookinlittle man with a disapproving lawyers of the Yonk- - Torrance,
rail- for
laborers
Mexican
is
in
wed
to
penters.
California
bride
mustache and a head oflville police court many a time in the eugenic
Santa Fe Lodge of Per-- road work. All kinds of help wasted
of Torrance. She is Miss
i) resident,
lair that was once blonde. He's the! last four years as they watched Mary Naomi Wotmore, 22 years old,
fection No. 1, 14th de- - and furnished.
Call, phone, or
tent" the newspaper correspondents Mike, the big black and white pet o? v. ho has just become the bride of Ed
Ancient and Ac- - dress Livesay and Caldwell, second
aie watching. They have been watch-- j Michael Durkin go up to JHirkiii s bar-1- ,
cepted Scottish Rite of floor, Capital City Hank building.
A Wri(.t
vearB old( a,B0 ot
ree Masonry meets on rnone w j.
ing nun lur nouns, tuey lonoweu n;uuci uim iuhuij ucumuu mn mum- Torrance.
Just, before the hour set
marnin."
him there. They see him give an
month at
for the wedding both were examined rte third Monday of eaeU
ever
do
would
mere
milk
No
Mike,
i'er to waiter.
AGENTS WANTED,
by a Toriance physician, who pro- - 7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
In
lie had to have a "stick" it.
Rite! $5 to $7 daily selling New Fibre
Scottish
r,,,., wct tk.
,..f 11e ,u
Visiting
noimeed them in perfect health. Jus- - Cathedral.
111UL
U'AUllVD
Lilt
Durkin's place is just a door or twojC j y. Sunimei iield, who perform Masons are cordially invited to attend. Brooms and No Must Clothes Lines:
waiter brings a glass ot beer it's a
10(1 per cent profit
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
every woman will
cinch the little man has been appoint from the Yorkville police court. Mike ed the marriage ceremony declared
canvass at once. Sample
was a, great friend with those who had the bride to be one of the most beau
"myBegin
Master,
Venerable
to
ambassador
Another
Germany.
ej
Parcel Post, MOc. each.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
Wynne
announces that if champagne is serv- to drcp into Durkin's after a case, had tif ill he has ever seen.
Broom
his
had
have
.
Mike
to
heard.
Co., EJmira, N. Y.
been
i.
ed it announces France as his destiare
Both Mr. and Mrs.
Wright
of
B. P. O. E.
members
nation. A third declares that if Rhine milk punch four times a day.
the Torrance Athletic
TYPEWRITERS
was association, and are interested in
A week ago Durkin's
place,
Santa Fe LodgeNo
is served Austria will draw him.
wine
pumping plants which will insure them
Close Call.
closed. Mike could not lind another 'physical culture.
P. O. K. Cleaned, adjusteo and repaired.
believe that
460, B.
They
During the electrical storm last Fri- sufficient water for their cantaloupe
holds Its regular
place with a bartender who could mixwaiuirig is the best physical exercise.
plies,
Typewriters sold, exchcangel
las good a milk punch, or any one char-:U,- i
day afternoon lightning struck a mul- crop. Under the present conditions,
the Palo!
session on the sec iand
take
walks
long
through
an
Standard makes handled
ond
fourth All lented.
.itable enough to Invite him to have a
and
hills daily. Young Wright is a
berry tree in the front yard of the v.ith the river almost dry and rain of
nnd typewriters guarwork
repair
hobert Black home. Mrs. Dlack was uncertain article an abundant crop
drink,
native of Ohio while his wife is a CaliWednesday cf each anteed.
a
Santa Fe Typewriter
1 ins
VI
month.
fitting on the front porch at the time, melons can not be assured. Withthfi
he determined to end it nil. jfornia girl. They will spend a month
Today
Phone 231 W.
but strange to say was not even good pumping plant installed,
brothers are iuvii.-jlle climbed to the roof of the building ion a walking tour as their honeymoon,
shocked, although the tree was not fif- owner of several acres of this deliced and welcome.
had his place. With
Durkin's
where
WANT A FINE TAILOR MADE SUIT?
teen feet from where she was sitting. ious fruit may slumber peacefully, asjf. despairing "meow" he flung himself1
Department of the Interior, United EDWARD P. DA VIES,
Show our samples to three friends,
to
a
rich
of
sured
crop
harvest.
tree
Owing
11
of
the
trunk
the
squarely
ioff.
Exalted Ruler,
split
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
two orders easy and make enough
take
conditions
elsewhere
climatic
tho
and
of
lot
a
off
knocked
C. H. WILSON
in two and
About six feet from the sidewalk he July 2S. I'.ti:',.
to
your suit free. Young men's
get
enthe
a
melons
will
good price
bring
tranches. Silver City Enterprise.
was stopped by the head and shouldSecretary. latest styles, very low prices, your
Republication.
tire season. Las Cruces Republican.
ers of Policeman O'Niel. O'Niel pickNotice is hereby given that the
profits $10.00 a day. We ship on aped him up and recognized h'm. He
Seriously Injured.
Santa
Fe Samp proval, express prepaid and guarantee
of New Mexico, under and by
State
was quite severely
to
Sam Holland
across
Bean
ran
nearest
the
Big
Shipment.
13514, M. W. A. perfect fit.
We want agents everyvirtue of the Act of Congress approvinjured on last Friday when, in a fight
station," poured a glass of whisky into ed June 20th, 1910, has
meets second Tues- where; no money or experience needThe Maxwell Supply company has
made
applicablacksmith
a bowl of milk and laid Mike beside it
with E. H. High of the
received another order for a carload
day each month, so- ed. Write for free sample outfit, and
Mike's nostrils twitched and he tion for the following described, un
shop, he was struck a heavy blow on of Mexican beans which will be shipcial meeting third great offer.
Banner Tailoring Co.,
and
unreserved
appropriated,
came to life.
the head with a piece of iron. The ped at once. The order comes from
at Fire- Dept. 423, Chicago.
Tuesday
in
of
lands
the State
all
public
to
be
at
not
was
thought
injury
man's Hall. VisitWest Virginia, and follows closely
New Mexico:
dangerous at the time, although there upon the first car sent there a short
GLITTERING GEMS
welcome.
CALIFORNIA PROPERTY.
List No. Ill, Serial 0l7li(M, Normal ing neignbors
was a severe scalp wound on the fore- time
A. G. WH1TTIER. Consul.
one contemplating coming to
ago.
Any
DEAD
BODY
ON
Schools.
Mr.
Holland
head, but since Tuesday,
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
for beans from an
order
to reside, and wishing to
This
(California
repeat
M
N
S
R.
SW
11,
T.
Sec.
N.,
was
11
well.
He
has not been doing so
is
a
acre or up
new
home with
a
district
hopeful
sign
entirely
ipurcliase
M.
Mer.
There is
reported worse Thursday.
Boston, .fitly 2ft. The discovery at E., N.
F. W. FARMER 'can save money by addressing me as
and it may be that soon a greatly enNormal
Serial
110,
List
017603,
considerable swelling about his face
of
a
of
sea
the
headless
young
body
Homestead
No, I have several properties for sale on
larged market will open up for the nuand head. Clovis Journal,
woman was reported by
Captain Schools.
All are in Ixjs Angeles
2879, Brother. easy terms.
tritious frijole. It is the great crop of
S
SW
Sec.
N
5,
and
Twp.
Charles White, of the schooner Jennie
hood of Amerl- - county, on the best, electric car line
and if the pric?
land
the
farmer,
dry
N.
II!
0
Mer.
Hurt.
M.
R.
Marshal
The
N.,
E.,
Gilbert, upon her arrival in port from
can Yoemen.
reaching out of Los Angeles City.
was a little better, it could be grown
THOMAS NELSON PAGE.
Last
a swordfishing trip.
Friday night about nine to
The purpose of this notice is to alWrite me, slating what you desire
second
land.
on
farmers
Meets
Dry
dry
profit
To the Captain it appeared that the low all persons claiming the land ado'clock, Thunderbolt, City Marshal
and I will send you description with
s
They watch in breathless silence,
and fourth
en- grow about six hundred pounds to tho
became
with
had
been
severed
head
mount,
to
to
trusty
skillfully
it
be
show
or
Parper's
nodesiring
versely,
lands will pro- v ith an intensity of expression
while
of the prices, terms and .location. All have
c. sharp knife.
tangled with the front end of a hoe and acre, ton orirrigated
mineral in character, an opportunity
month at the abundance of water. Climate the very
body but a Washington correspondent
acre.
more
duce
a
per
was
IB,
The
lot.
The
unfortu
fell all over a city
picked up
body
to file objections to such location or
of beans c;m grow on an otherwise perfectly about 170 miles from Boston,July
fireman s nail. best. I have a house in the city also
and in selection with the
nate part of the deal was that Harpen While several carloads
and Rewilh eight rooms, in good location, on
Register
human face.
H.
oreman.
R.
L. Baca,
out'
to
of
f
Maxwell
been
have
shipped
the track of both ocean and coast- ceiver of the United States Land Ofvbs on the famous white horse at ths various New Mexico and Colorado
a large lot. Chas. T. Alleman, Box
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
had
who
the
fourth
man,
Suddenly
wise steamers. It evidently had been fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and to
;;o, Willowbrook, California.
time, and had one hand badly bruised
I I I I 1 1
Thia uuri artnirifint lm(? points, as well as these two cars to rid nothing, leaped to his feet andln tha watpr but a short timei
l.. ihr, fall
the
or
interest
their
therein,
establish
in
Santa
Fe
a
there is still carloads
(i.shed out of the room. He had
Lodge
Captain White described it as that mineial character thereof.
caused the temporary suspension 0f We8t
NOTICE.
No. 2, Knights of
a market.
lew of the waiter returning from tne 0f tt
young woman of
culvert building, water main work and storage here waiting for
I have this day sold my stock
of
DBLGVDO,
FRANCISCO
He
saw
Mail
the
with
tar
Maxwell
order.
the
meets
that
IB
to
20
old.
The
from
clothing
years
ciossing laying as City Clerk Stevenmerchandise at No. 304 San
general
Register.
A
Second
and
on
the
every
contained
claret
no
glass
clew to the identity of the
tray
son wont allow Harper to work while
igave
Fourth Friday of Francisco street to Louis S. Lowitzki
lemonade. Arriving at the telegraph wearer. On the fingers were Beveral
Strange Accident.
his hand hurts. There is no telling
is
the month at 8 who will conduct the business in fuMexican.
It
New
the
Work
for
gems.
when it will get well. Artesia News. Mrs. William Dessauer met with a office, he sent this dispatch:
ture.
and
Fe
o'clock p. m.
"Thomas Nelson Page has been
Captain White says he wrapped the v,orking for you, for Santa
very painful accident on last Saturday
(Signed) MRS. JENNIE LOWJTZKI.
state.
new
the
in
sea.
in
canvas
in
and
it
R.
sealthe
sank
was
She
Meeting
to
while
fruit.
body
ambassador
preserving
Italy!"
Grasshopper Machine.
of
P.
over
Hall
It was even so!
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
Pearl Bailey has a machine catchi- ing a jar of fruit in a glass jar when
Kaune's store.
hand badly.
The little man was Thomas Nelson
Don't overlook the grave fact that
ng, grasshoppers on his farm at Canu-till- it broke and cut her right
All
rfiunmnlicm nacflw "cAlMao in ilia
with which he catches 800 pounds The leader or tendon In the middle Tage. He had just come fiom the
heart," and disturbs the valvular ac- ? ,
of hoppers daily. He is having three finger was severed and all the finger.3 White House, where his friends and
'tion' The cure consis,s n removing
C!
wii T cmore made. The working principle of gashed to the bone. Blood poison is fi How author, Woodrow Wilson, had
- Cl
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
the machine is simple. It is a smooth not apprehended and it seems likely effered him the post, of ambassador to Mysterious Message Brought by Exhausted Wild Goose from Frozen North A. RELNGARDT, K. f"R. and S.
!,ln flnj K,rr.ntrthen tho liirlnova that
so.
or
in'
week
a
be
she
and
he
the
that
made
for
up
may
Italy
16
straightway
tm surface, slightly curved, about
1906.
Balloonist-Explore4,
Famous
Pole
of
Claims
for
"
-July
Discovery
to nearest cafe to get into training for
they keep the blood free of poisons
feet long and three feet high. It is This strange accident might occur
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. 'and uric acid crystals, that cause
one but it is thought the jar was his job. It doesnt' take a very smart
dragged over the field on Bkids. The any
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular rheumatism, swollen joints, backache,
a thin place that deducer to associate red wine and
hoppers fly against the tin. It is slick defective, having
on the first Thursday of each urinary irregularities nnd disturbed
Beal-ngmeeting
of
under
lemonade
with
the
who
way
gave
pressure
Anybody
Italy.
and they fall Into the bottom and here
month at Fireman's hall at 7:31) p. m. jheart action. Try them. The Capital
a
Mrs.
an
has
eaten
Dessauer
dinner
restau
at
Italian
causing
great
unpass through a crack into a box
visiting Brothers are invited and wet Pharmacy,
derneath. Mr. Bailey is drying his deal of pain and suffering and per- rant or passed a fruit vender's push
come.
catch for chicken feed. In time dried haps a long time in which she can not cart could do that.
BENITO ALARID, President,
It will not pay you to waste your
her hand. While the palm was Thomas Nelson Page Is a Virginian
grasshoppers may become a staple in t.se
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
time writing out your legal forms
was
Incision
an
cut
and
an
is
old
author.
He
necessary
deeply,
years
sixty
this season. Las Cruces Citizen.
when you can get them already printi"
more than half of which has been
from the finger tip to the wrist to find
at the New Mexican Printing
ed
ODD FELLOWS,
unwas
f
cut
and
the
books
the
leader
American
that
the
pent writing
patient
To Help The Cantaloupes.
No. 2. I. O. O. P. Company.
der anaesthetics over an hour before leople like to read.
W. J. Kyle spent Thursday in El
Santa Fe Lodge
hand could be properly cared for
Before starting in the author busiPaso. He went in the interest of sev- the
meets
regularly
to ness he was a practicing lawyer in
and dressed.
inability
Through
eral farmers living in the Mesilla fcet a
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
once Mrs. Dessauer Richmond.
at
to
He
found
difficult
it
physician
in Odd Fellows Hall. VisiUng brothvalley, who have decided to invest !n lest an
alarming amount of blood and make both ends meet at tho bar and
ers
always welcome.
i
to
bed.
able
leave
Las
not
her
l.e went on the lecture platform.
Cruces Republican.
From lecturing be turned to books
shelf
rnd he has turned out a five-foCARDS
Terrific Storm.
rf them, all by himself. They all tell
south.
of
and
the
A terrific wind and rain storm,
Virginia
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Page has made a lot of money wiui
lasting for an hour, struck Raton
Wednesday afternoon, doing consider- his books and has spent the last few
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
able damage and for a time threaten- ; ears enjoying himself. He is a
&
A.
City Attorney.
and popular figure in almost
ing to eclipse the fury and destrucCapital City Bank Building,
Who changes food until
he
tive power of the June inundations. f ll the capitals of the Old World.
Rooms 17-- 8
finds that which keeps him In
The storm seemed to center over Rail- Italy haB welcomed him with open
TIME TABLE
Santa Fe, New Mexico
road canyon between Raton and the arms almost any one of the European
prime
tunnel on Raton pass, where a
countries would have done the same.
Effective January 1st, 1913- filled the deep arroyo bank
His clever wife was the widow of
Q. W. PRICHARD,
full, cutting away embankments and the late Henry Field, of Chicago, beLeave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conAttorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
nect with No. 3 westbound and
destroying considerable property be fore she married Page and is responsi- Practices in all the District Courts
fore dissipating on the bottoms south l le for a good half of the social sucNo. 10 eastbound.
and
to
case
attention
gives special
For when we use the kind of
east of the City. Near Klota, four cess of the family.
the State Supreme Court.
before
arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Returning,
food fitted to our needs, we
miles above Raton, the Santa Fe west
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. H
m.
KEEP WELL.
track was again completely under
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
No. 3 carries passengers to Albumined for a distance of several rail with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as
they
A trial uf
. Chas. H. Essley
Chas. F. Easley,
querque, locally, and to Pacific
links, but a short distance from the cannot reach the seat of the disease.
EASLEY A EA'iLEY,
Coast points.
point where several hundred feet of Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
aw.
track was similarly affected during disease, and in order to cure It you
Attorneys-i- t
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
In
the June flood. Those who watched
Courts
Practice
the
and before
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
.
must
remedies.
take
internal
ycu
s
Grape-Nutthe high water state that a half hour Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internLand Department.
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
more would have meant the severing
Land grants and titles examined.
"Cut-off- "
with
acts
Albuquerque
blood
and
the
upon
ally,
directly
of the Santa Fe eastbound track as
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estu
train for Clovis and v'enos ValFOOD well.
mucous
and
surfaces.
Hall's
Catarrh
It is estimated that at least 200
M. K. Thomas and the wild goose he claims brought him Explorer Ancla, N. M.
ley points.
carloads of rock will be required to Cure is not a quack medicine. It was dre's message of the discovery of the North Pole.
Will show
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
restore the embankment for the west prescribed by one of the best physiDR. W. HUME BROWN,
m.
track and protect the main line from cians In this country for years and Is
Ureka, Cal., July 26. Winging its way out of the frozen north for 20
Dentist
a regular prescription. It Is composed
wild
exhausted
a
a Reason"
a
its
nickel
to
goose
tied
foot,
a repetition of the disaster.
dropped
tag
days bearing
Leave
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conOv? Splti Jewelry Store. ....
nect with No. 7 westbeund carAt the Raton Dairy Ranch, one mile of the best tonics known, combined et the feet of Mrs. M. K. Thomas, July 24, 1906.
Rooms
2
I.
and
1,
blood
with
the
best
purifiers, actios
and a profound one.
above Raton, three cows were caught
Upon the tag were these words:
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
Pbone Red 6.
on the mucous surfaces. The
North Pole, July 4, 1906. Major Andre.
4 eastbound.
by the descending wall of water directly
Office
8
S
m.
Hours
a.
m.
to
.
Nine years the world had waited for a message from Explorer Andre,
and carried down the arroyo to perfect combination of the two ingredIt will make its mission well
And by Appointment
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p-the southeastern part of the city. ients is what produces such wonder- who started to find the North Pole in the balloon Ornen, July 11, 1897,
m.
understood by the increase in
ful
in
tot
Send
results
catarrh.
first
is
This
the
Danes
curing
Two of these animals were drowned
Island, Northwestern Spitsbergen.
leaving from
brain and nervous power, and
free.
Leave
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conbut the other Anally escaped after a testimonials,
If a substitute is offered you for
message purporting to come from the explorer.
that indescribable
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
the Pacific coast and for that Foley Kidney Pills, It means a cheapwith No. 8 eastbound, and
nect
of
wild
no
is
e
like
The
gooBe
messenger
swim.
cottonSeveral
large
feeling of comfort which comes
No. 9 westbound.
is
it
Obio.
true.
bore
mesage
that
Toledo,
trc
reason
Thomas
believes
on
er
trees
wood
medicine
is
firmly
the
of
for
James Glse,
place
pressed upon you
with well digested food and
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
in North Raton, were washed out and
"Neither Peary nor Doc. Cook discovered the pole first," he asserted the dealer's profit, not for yours.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
bounding good health.
to
Pill
and
Take
Hall's
the
credit
that
consti
'"r
Andre
deserves
message
brought
Family
firmly. "Explorer
dodged against the Santa Fe & East
Foley Kidney Pills may cost the deala. m.
it."
this
civilization by
ern bridge. The footbridge across pation.
er more than a cheap substitute, but
goose proves
Read "The Road to
out
was
let
After being locked up for two weeks the weary traveler
Katon arroyo on Chlcorica street, on
they give better results than any oth
in packages of GRAPE-NUTwith the other poultry and since then has never tried to leave.
er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask Call
the line of the cement walk to
,'
Thomas came to the coast via ox team in 1854. He is 77 years old for Foley Kidney Pills. The Capital
cemetery, was carried out and
and seldom leaves his ranch.
lodged a mile further down the ar-Pharmsty.
c
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terest

17.79G.05
.$1,450,852.78
.

Total resources

LOCAL ITEMS.

Best Assorted Line oj

Total liabilities
..$1,450,852.78
Embroidery Floss In White
NUFF SAID, GNAGEY & ER- Liabilities.
and Colors, both In Silk and CotVIEN.
$1,020,564.09
Installment stock
Road Taxes Due Mayor Celso Loton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
167,898.01 pez has
Faid up stock .
C, Royal Society, and Princess
appointed Alberto Garcia to
37.737.10 collect the annual road tax of
Linen, .Art CenterSurplus
Like Magic after taking Lydia
Stamped
$3.0(),
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
112,868.27 and the work wiU. start at once.
undivided profits
Auto Delivery Every Hour I
pieces, Scarfs, etc.
E. Pinkhfam's Vegetable
31,033.72
Dividends unpaid
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
27,699.87 BE SURE.
Hills payable
Compound.
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
53.051.12
All otln;r liabilities
Committee Meeting A meeting of
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un"Aa I have
North Banpoi N. Y.
the public utilities committee of the
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
used Lydia E. Pink
Total liabilities
.$1,450,952.78
chamber of commerce has been called
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
ham's Vegeta hie EGVERNOR, ATTORNEY GENERAL AND
tomorrow to consider important matBoys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
'CERTIFICATES BEING ISSUED
Compound with
ters, according to Chairman' Arthur
use EMPRfcSS FLOUR.
SECRETARY OF STATE REPLY TO
great benefit I l'cc-TO NEW MEXICO TEACHERS Seligman.
about one detail and another, and it
it my duty to write
You will find many good smokes In ia
As a result of the various county
STATE TREASURER'S NOTE DECLINhoped to clear them up. The comand tell you shout it.
institutes, certificates are being is- our cigar case. No trouble to select mittee is also
I was ailingfrom feplanning to give publicSCHOOL FUNDS sued by the state department of edu- the particular size, shape and shade
ING TO INVEST
ity to the contest among all the archimale weakness and
to the teachers in the various you like. Zook's.
cation
tects and builders of the state, while
had headache and
So far this week, the falAS THEY DIRECT.
counties.
Courts About Ready The tennis
backache nearly all
attempts will be made to secure piclowing certificates have been issued: court which has been put in by the tures of some of the Taos houses
the time. I was later
Lincoln County.
Santa Fe club has been marked off. which are said to be almost exact
every month than I
Gertrude Keller. Nogal, 2nd grade.
and the iron poles for the wire back- models of what the committee wants.
11
should have been AS YET NO DECISION
Beula Brazel, Carrizozo, 3rd grade. stops have been put up. In a few days
nnl da cr.r flint T ha'J frt frr f Karl
Mildred Taylor, White Oaks, 3rd the court will be in condition for ENROLLMENT DAY
ft
"Lvdia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
AWARDED EITHER SIDE
FRIDAY
grade.
games.
trouthese
and
made
well
me
FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
has
pound
3rB
Xita Taylor, White Oaks,
FOR SALE All kinds of building
grade
bles have disappeared like magic.-"- : I
The opening day of the Summer
Louis T. Ward, Ruidoso, 2nd grade lumber. 314 Gallsteo street.
have recommended the Compound' to VrfWther correspondence in the disSchool of American Archaeology is aln
County,
Eddy
successThe Christian Endeavor society of
many women who have used it
agreement between the state treasurer
Ruth Brainard, Artesia, 1st grade. the First Presbyterian church will give most here and around the Old Pa'aco
ft fully.' Mrs. James J. Stacy, R.F.D. on one side, and the governor, attorUl is in readiness for the session. Dr.
2nd
Coleman.
Lula
Knowles,
grade.
No. 3, North Bangor, N. Y.
a cafeteria supper in the Woman's E. L. Ilewe.tt will
ney general and secretary of state
ICS""
return from CaliEdith Davis. Eunice. 2nd grade.
investment
hall
the
Eoard
Trade
of
on
the
Friday, fornia Saturday night, and other lecother, regarding
library
Another Made Well.
1st grade.
Julia
Carlsbad,
Dunaway,
n
TUP
fund
of
th?
school
to
to
5
of the permanent
7:30 p. m.,
1st, from
's
turers will arrive about the same ti'.ie.
Ann Arbor, Mich." Lydia E.
Eleanor Fanning, ioving, 3rd grade. August
which all are cordially invited. There,
ftate, the former opposing and the
T. ,T. Hallman, Carlsbad, 2nd grade.
Vegetable Compound has done latter
Friday will be enrollment day and
investment
its
and
will
three
be
"eats"
of
advocating
plenty
good
wonders for me. For years I suffered
on that occasion all are asked lo en
Ida Killauch, Knowles, 3rd grade.
made
was
In
state
the
bonds,
music.
highway
roll who expect to take the course.
Ora Manning, Knowles, 2nd grade.
terribly with hemorrhages and had
public today. It is a letter from the
Horses Pastured on Siringo"s Sun- Saturday the program starts with c
1st grade.
Lutie
pains so intense that sometimes I would advocates
Artesia,
Mcllhaney,
of
this
of
the investing
faint away. I had female weakness
1st ny Slope ranch at $2 per month, two lecture in the evening in the assembly
James McLaughlin,
Dayton,
so bad that I had to doctor all the time money in the road bonds, in reply to grade.
miles from city. Good grass and wa- room of the Old Palace by Hon.
and never found relief until I took a letter from State Treasurer Marron
ter.
Effie
1st
Artesia.
Rudine,
grade.
Ralph E. Twltchell, of Las Vegas.
to do so. and stating that it
your remedies to please my husband. refusing
W. P. Runnels, Artesia, 2nd grade.
Get Your Dog License If you do ... Sunday evening in the hall of repof
make
to
court
an
order
would
take
medicine
wonderful
I recommend your
Bertha Speck, Artesia, 1st grade.
not want to lose your dog it might resentatives Dr. Falrelough will
to all sufferers as I think it is a blessing him do it.
G. R. Spencer, Carlsbad, 2nd grade. be a good Idea to go to the city
at 8:15.
The letter sent, to Mr. Marron yesfor all women." Mrs. L. E. Wyckoff,
Ellena Therman, Dayton, 2nd grade marshal's office and take out a
the annual excursion to the
Monday
112 S. As'iley St., Ann Arbor, Mich.
terday was as follows;
Delia Vawter, Carlsbad, 1st grade.
license for him, otherwise he is liable Green Corn dance of the Santo Domin-p,1M3.
28th,
about
the
July
no
doubt
There need be
Colfax County.
lo be captured and killed, for Mayor
pueblo will take place, a special
Loren Allen, Maxwell, 2nd grade. Lopez announces that another cam
ability of this grand old remedy, made Honorable O. Pf. Marron,
train being provided for this occaBior,.
to
State Treasurer,
from the roots and herbs of our fields,
Carrie Armstrong, Raton, 3rd grade. paign will be started immediately The
fare for the round, trip will be $2.
Santa Fe, X. M.
remedy woman's diseases. We possess
Euna Bell. Raton, 3rd grade.
against untagged canines.
The train will leave here at 8:10 a.
volumes of proof of this fact, enough Dear Sir:
Gertrude Bell, Raton, 3rd grade.
who can
Girl
Wanted)
speak ni., and in the evening will arrive
to convince the most skeptical. Why
Successive absence from Santa Fe
Avis Blevvitt, Maxwell, 3rd grade.
Spanish and English well to act as home about 8:30. It will afford about
don't you try it?
of one or another of us have combined
Mrs. Mattie Butler, Raton, 3rd grade. office girl. Call 233.
five hours at the pueblo.
to make it impossible sooner to reply
J. O. Hammond, Maxwell, 1st grada
Last night
Cribbage Tournament.
Reservations may be made at the
to your letter of the 21st instant,
Lost
Griner
Elks
home
at
the
the preliminary
Again.
SAYS COMPANIES
school
headquarters in the Old Palace
in which you say that, as the
accordis
Griner
lost
John
again,
games of the cribbage tournament
RETARD
permanent school fund is now, and ing to Captain Fred Fornoff, who re- were held. There were eight contes- tlthough this excursion may betotaken
go.
been for several years, invested turned Sunday from, a trip to the tants, and three game series were aovantage of by any who care
OIL COUNTRY has
in such manner as will satisfy the southern part of the state. Griner, U played, winners of half their games
provisions of joint resolution No. 14 will be remembered, was working as or more to qualify.
William Rose, PROBABLE STRIKE OF
Artesia, N. M., ,luly 29. The trouble of the second session of the state leg- a cowboy for W. L. Ritche, of Engle, Frank Sturgess, O. L. Owen and Karl NORTHERN PAC. TELEGRAPHERS
at the Brown well lias at last been islature of 1913, and is returning in v hen he disappeared several week3 W. Greene qualified. They will play
St. Paul, Minn., July 29. Returns
on the strike vote being taken by tele(overcome, and another packer will be interest substantially over five per ago and although his horse and sad-- t the finals tonight.
'set tomorrow, when this producer cent, you deem It would be an InfracVisits Agua Fria Districts County graph operators of the Northern Pa'e were found in two different places,
will resume, it being altogether prob-labl- tion of your duty as state treasurer Griner was lost for several weeks,
Superintendent of Schools John V. cific railway indicate that between 90
that the output will be above 100 to withdraw these funds and invest vhen he suddenly turned up in Kan- Conway spent yesterday visiting the and 95 per cent favor a strike, accordbarrels daily. The following appears them in the state highway bonds, and sas. Griner stated when he wrote Agua Fria school districts, five in ing to the statement of union officials
inin the July number of you therefore decline to do so.
Ai: an editorial
Uitche that he had no idea hoiT he number with an idea to arranging for here today. The men are asking
the El Paso Mining Journal, which is
no invest- came there. Now he has disappeared the building of three new school creased wages and improved working
Under the constitution,
just oft the press; and it reflects the ment of the permanent school fund again under similar circumstances. houses and repairing two. These im- conditions.
No action will be taken by the opopinion of the people in this field as can be made unless the bonds or other Joth his horse and his saddle have provements will be made with the asto the "jockeying" being done by two securities in which it is invested are
erators until final results are received, .
In
Hardware.
Everything
been found, but he is missing. If he sistance of the state department of
!cf the big companies having holdings first approved by the governor,
at ii? found, Captain Fornoff said, an ex- education, the legislature of 1913 hav- which probably will be by Thursday.
in this field:
LUOWIU WM. ILFELD.
W . H. WICKHAM
torney general and secretary of state. amination will be made regarding his ing provided by law for such aid.
j
There has been considerable activ- The
investment of which you
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
new oil field near speak, are not investments within the sanity.
ity throughout the
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and
towns
of
the three New Mexican
meaning of the constitution or of said
Otis & Company of Cleveland, Ohio, windburn. Take a bottle with you oh
since joint, resolution, and have never been
Dayton and Lakewood,
vacation.
our last number; and favorable. Much approved by these officers, and not a and W. N. Coler & Company of New your
Elks To Dance The entertainment
icomment has arisen from the closing word can be found in the constitution York, have turned over to the state
of the Elks announce
1 to committee
a
down of one company; but as the or statutes to authorize you to make treasurer for redemption Nos.
dance for Thursday evening at the
action was due to inability to secure any investment of that fund without. 80 of the casual deficit bonds issued
last year in the amount of $200,000 to club house. According to a member
leases, the real wonderment is that their approval.
pay deficiencies in the running of the of the committee today this will just
they ever started. That some land We now distinctly advise you that state
dance and no!
These bonds are be a plain
government.
owners refuse to extend time on leases we
MODERN AND
disapprove of any such deposits in denominations of $500, and the rag dancing will be tolerated. As is The Best That Can be Bought!
and that others will not lease at all, in banks as
may Have been Hereto- amount redeemed was $40,000 with in- the custom with these dances, it will
AT ANV PRICE
ALWAYS
Is but to be expected, for It happens
fore made, and again state that we do
to
be
Tickets
informal.
the
will
the
be
retire
terest,
being
plan
entirely
to
of
tends
course,
everywhere, and,
bonds entire amount, in five
Take no chances on either
approve of the state
years, taking up $1.00 to members and invitations tO
retard development. As a rule, the as a proper investmenthighway
LARGE LOBBY
of the perma- 80 of them on
when a small amount will give
not
1st
Elks
be
from
obtained
year.
persons
every
may
July
however, nent school fund, and that we will
people of this field have,
A change in the office and registered the entertainment committee.
AND VERANDAS
you the protection that you
been anxious to forward every earnest not, at the
present, time,
any agent of the Karakule Sheep company
Has Obeyed Orders Telesforo Rineed, and when you do use Ineffort to develop the oil; but they other form of investment. approve
has been filed with the state corpora vera, assessor of Santa Fe county, said
surance
get the best, as it is
now deem it just that all
COMFORTABLE
PORCH
In this matter, we are acting in
SWINGS and ROCKERS
actually operate, develop, drill, in- exact accordance with the mandate tion commission. Formerly George F. today that he had prepared the tax the cheapest, and
5
stead of Indefinitely holding the ground of the constitution,, while you are at- Clancy of Las Cruces, was the agent, rolls of Santa Fe county, in the first
ALWAYS SEE
but under the amendment filed today, place in accordance with the instrucService and Cuisine
and "jockeying" for time; and the fact tempting to set up
individual H. S. Bowman of
your
is
this
the Beat in the City
the
agent tions of District Attorney Alex Read,
city
that cash bonuses have been paid for judgment against the order of the
Ample facilities forlaif-'end had taken the exemptions from
'eases without any working clause constitution and against the judg- of the company.
and km all banquets.
the net tax values. His books, how- - Office United States Bank
whatever is evidence of desire to "get ment of the officers to whom alone
Building
in" and let some other interest do the the constitution commits the apver, were sent back to him by the
(FIRST FLOOK)
infact
The
state
board of equalization with
is, everyone proval of the investment of this fund.
wildcatting.
structions to correct them and take who has purchased the Insurknowing the business of oil believes
Very respectfully,
ance Business of the L. A.
AMERICAN PLAN
there is a big oil field here. The fact
the exemption from the full valuation
W. C. McDONATjD,
SPECIAL RATES
Room With Bath, $3.00 Lp.
of
and
he
has
is, also, that some of the "big" comrewritten
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
jthe
property,
Governor of New Mexico
BY THE
his books and made this change.
panies think, or say they think, it is
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
good
companies, good protection
AXTONIO LUCERO.
De Vargas pictures for
The
not the time to develop the oil here,
Breaks Foot A. -- . Gnagey, of the
Secretary of State which the people of Santa Fe have
statement
that
the
making
firm of Gnagey & Ervien sustained
startling
FRAXK W. CLAXCT,
been so anxiously awaiting will be several broken bones in his left foot
the oil is not needed, and that thereGeneral. seen
Attorney
Frinext
first
for
time
the
here
fore all ought to decry development.
Sunday when he ran into the hillside
day night. Manager Stanton has been on what is known as Little La Bajada,
The evident fact is, also, that the "big"
after these "movies" ever since they r- bad
in all COMPARATIVE
companies are
piece of road this side of La
were taken and sent letter after letter
This is a new place to
this; what one intimates the others
was coming this way
BUILDING
AND
v
to those who have had them in hand Bajada. Gnagey
aver but meanwhile they strain eveat, and will prove a
on his motorcycle, when as he startJ.OAN SUMMARIES and was promised the first chance at ed down this hill he attempted to put
ery nerve to get leases and all the
delightful surprise to
them after their release but as so of
time the Company of Glooms these
Clean and
k
eti the brake. It would not work, and
everybody.
of
ten
best
laid
displans
happens "the
people send among us would be
Walter Kegel, of the traveling audi
Infood and
wholesome
he
hill
sailed
down
ever
at
the
mice and men gang aft agley."
piriting indeed but for the fact that all tor's office, has
It was either go over
the best service ascompiled a reca
understand the situation and are safe pitulation of thejustcondition
However, they are promised now for creasing speed.
of the
or
the
into the hill and he
sured. Come and get
in believing others in the nelo., de twelve building and loan associations sure, and on Friday night our people took edge hill gowith
the result above
the
acquainted withSanta
spite the "big" companies' contrawise in the state for the six months end will see the long expected views show- stated. He is able to get around but
Fe's New Restaurant.
scenes
and
familiar
the
efforts. That the "big" companies are
the
people
ing
June
1913.
reThe
uses two crutches.
total
ing
30th,
Large, airy and comgood in the field, goes without say sources of these institutions amount who acted in them and who became
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
rooms in confortable
familiar to Santa Feans, as well.
ing; but it. is certain also that many to almost a million and a
half, and
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby
good fields have been developed before show an increase of
nection. All the mod- the'six
in
most
talcum
and
the
$17,000
foods,
powders
WILL VOTE ON TUNNEL
the "big" companies gained foothold
ern improvements.
to
BOND ISSUE SOON careful prescription department
The reason for the Glooms is, then r;onths covered by the report, over
the
half
when ill. Zook's.
year. For purpreceding
that certain interests do not want
Denver, Colo., July 29. The Denver help baby
Prize
Competition
Meeting The
this field developed at this time; they poses of comparison, the two reports Tunnel Commission is planning to New-OlSanta Fe committee of the S
West Side of Plaza,
Q
are able and willing to wait, mean are given below:
have a special election late In SepSix months ending June 30, 1913:
comSANTA FE,
HCW MEXICO &
while securing leases, they are strictly
tember to vote on a bond issue for chamber of commerce and the
mittee of the prize competition will
Resources.
Mof-fat- t
"in the oil game," and, of course, we
the construction of the
$1,246,730.79
must expect them to look only to their Loans on real estate
tunnel through James Peak. New hold a meeting Friday evening at the
Loans and collateral se
own interests.
man Erb, president of the Denver & Old Palace at which all persons even
94,717.76 Salt Lake railroad, left for the east remotely interested in the prize conThis portion of
e Pecos valley is
curity
"The greatest mistake yoj can make in this life is to be contest for dwellings In the New-Ol58,557.52 last
the most wonderful section ever dis- Real estate .
night after a conference with the
tinually fearing you will make one you can't make a mistake when
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